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2/3 of Thursday's Future stolen ·from bins

q

Some of missing papers found in trash bin behind SCA
•

library and in the Wild Pizza.
The loss cost nearly $4,900,
CE.NTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
accordingto-Donna Fitzg_erald,
About 5,500 copies of The the Future's financial
Central Florida Future manager. Costs included
disappeared early Thursday printing, salaries and
from their
advertising, ·
bins
on
she said.
campus.
J a m i e
Ca.rte, editor
The stolen
in chief of the
papers in"... We put a lot of
Future, said
eluded about . time -into this issue."
1,600 from in
distribution
front of the
manager Scott
library, about
Beaman
• Jamie Carte
d e li v e r e d
800 from the
editor in chief,
8,000 papers
Health and
Physics
The Central Florida Future
a r o u n d
Building and
campus
about 1,000
between 1 and
3
a.m.
Thursday.
from
both
CEBA
I
and
IL
- ~ -- -~- Sources1Ild1cate- the papers~
/ Thepapersconfuffie-cfprofiles
were probably stolen between 4 of student body presidential
candidates and the Future's
and6 a.m.
Some of the papers were endorsement ofa candidate, she
found behind the Student said.
"I'm concerned and upset,
Center Auditorium by Tom
Kopacz, a~sistant news·editor. naturally, because we put a lot
Chal1es Mor~ow/CENTRAL Fl,ORIDA FUTURE
"I looked in the Dumpster and of time into this issue," Carte
found 300 to 500 copies in there," said. "I just wish that they [the (right) Managing editor Jennifer
thieves] would be more mature." Offenburger and Officer Kevin
he said.
Sgt. Sandra McClendon, Schwebs look into the trash bin
Kopacz and photographer
Charles Morrow salvaged some crime prevention officer with the behind the SCA where several
copies of the paper were found.
of the papers from the trash bin
see THEFT page 6
and put them in front of the
by J.C. Smith
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SG senate turns down
ethics proposal 31·2
Ethics Committee.composed of
the
senate president pro tern and
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
the five committee vice chairs.
After three weeks of debate
Without that langul;!ge,
in committee, the student senate violations would have been
Thursday killed a proposed prosecuted under Student
ethics code, 31-2.
Government's
normal
Those against the proposal impeachment process.
called its scope too narrow.
LlR agreed to pass the bill on
Backers said it prevented direct to the senate Feb. 11 without
participation and benefit, while making a recommendation.
still allowing senators to
The vote was unusual
effectively represent their because senate committees
constituents.
normally make a positive or
· The bill (23-11) specified that- negative recommendation on
senate allocations could not fall bills.
. underthecontrolofanysenator
''We'd come to the point that
who is an active member of any we really couldn't make a
organization receiving such decision," LJR Chairman Joe
funds.
Justin said.
WhenintroducedJan.17, the
Sen. David Mann said LJR's
proposal would only have principal reason for passing out
covered officers or spending the bill was that. committee
directors of organizations.
members were sick and tired of
The Legislative, Judicial and discussing it.
Rules Committee (I.JR) changed
"Ifyou're a senator and you're
the bill Feb. 11.
a member of a club, you cannot
The bill also allowed senators decide how money [allocated to
to exempt themselves from the that club] willbe spent," President
requirements by stating their Pro Tern David-Carls said
affiliation with an organization
Carls, who wrote the bill,
prior to debate,' thereby 1 could not argue in favor of the
forfeiting their right to vote on bill because he had to chair the
that allocation.
senate. However, as introducer
The original bill also would he was allowed to tell the
not have allowed senators to senate some of the thought
debate on such measures. LJR behind the bill.
removed that prohibition.
see SENATE page 5
I.JR also removed a proposed
by Tom Kopacz
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DON'T LOOK NOW
Bubba Root, a 19-year-old business major, stuffs a pie in Karl Weiss' face. They were taking part in
activities during Sigma Phi Epsilon's Queen of Hearts Week. See more photos on Page 5.

Student beaten in her dorm
by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

•

A UCF student was abused Feb. 2 in her
dormitory room.
.
Her boyfriend was charged with aggravated
battery and false imprisonment: .
According to police, the victim had two black

eyes and the left eye was swollen shut. She had a
dark red bruise on her left temple, her jaw and lips
were swollen, and she complained of abdominal
pains, police said.
The victim was taken to a hospital.
She told police she and her boyfriend went back
see VICTIM page 6
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February 19th, 6:30 8 9 p.m.

~

WILD PIZZA
•
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of. t :h e· y ·e ar 9pm Wild Pizza

February 26th

•

Rape Awareness Week

•

Tuesday February 26th

The Accused

All movies are shown
at 6:30 & 9:00 pm in
the Wild Pizza unless
otherwise noted.

6:00 Wild Pizza
--------~---------

Wednesday February 27
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OK,WHO'S THE COMEDIAN?

.

~

COMPETITION
PROD U CED

BY

U:S.CONCEPTSINC.

Enter the Certs· U.S. College Comedy
· Competitio~. Yqu could win trips to
perform at Spring Break in Daytona Beach
and in a New York City comedy club!

A

The first ten contestants to perform get a
free US College Comedy T-Shirt. .

'1~1 • . I I

CAB ••

. ••••••
'-·-~
1,; .........
•••••••••••••••••••
l:ulPllS ktlVHllS BllAllD
~

. Evert if you're not performing, come by just for laughs!
SIGN ur'Now AT THE STUDENT CENTER MAIN DESJ{kEFOIIB MARCH IST
COMPETITION WILL BE HELD MARCH 5TH IN THE WILD PIZZA AT 9pm

I I I I

!
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Postal Service sends
mail costs soaring

•

•
•

.

For regular first-class mail, used for
business
letters and bills, the increase is
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
the same as for everyone else: from 25 to
Mailing costs for colleges and - 29 cents on a basic letter.
universities are going.up an average of
At Penn State University, the
25 percent thls month.
increases will cost an extra $200,000 a
The U.S. Postal Service's Board of year in non-profit charges and $325,000
Governors gave final approval for the a year in first-class charges.
''You either find the money to meet
increases Jan. 22. The increases took
effect Feb. 1.
theincreaseoryoucutbackonmailings,"
Third-classratesfornon-profitmail- said Garry Vance 1 dean of admissions
the rate used most often for mailing and financial aid at Norwich Uniyersity
admissions brochures and fund-raising in Vermont.
appeals-increased by an average of25
"I would assume most people
percent.
anticipated and budgeted for this," he
Second-class non-profit rates, which added.
colleges use to mail journals and alumni
At Virginia Highlands Community
magazines, increased by about 22
·
percent.
see STAMPS page 6
Staff Report

0
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WORDS FOR THE TROOPS

IT'S A BIRD, IT'S A PLANE...

Louis Hernandez, 18, signs the troop banner to be sent to the 138th Aviation Unit of
Orlando. Sigma Chi put up the banner in front of the Administration Building. ,

No, it's Condom man. Matt Smith plays Condom man and sells a condomgram to
Adam Smit~. Matt played the part for REACH, an AIDS education group.

Students in the audience will
• A seminar on interview• BLACK HISTORY
The following events are ing and resumes will be pre- select the jury. Deliberations
scheduled this week as part of sented at 12:30 p.m. Wednes- will start at 8:30 a.m. Friday.
Rep. Bill McCollum, R-Altaday in Room 216 of CEBA II.
Black History Month:
• A jazz combo will play at Kathy Radatz of the Harris monte Springs; Federal Elec7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Uni- Corporation will speak at the tion Commissioner Joan Afk- .
seminar.
ens; and Gracia Hillman,
versity Dining Room.
• John Rogers of the World executive director of the League
• Jackie Jones will perform
at noon Wednesday in the Wild City Corporation will speak at of Women Voters, will head a
the . Scholarship Awards Re- 1mock legislative panel after
Pizza.
• Kappa Alpha Psi fraterni- ception at 6:30 p.m. Thursday deliberations Friday.
The registration fee for nonty will sponsor a black trivia in Room 260 of the Health and
students is $35. That price incontest at 7 p.m. Thursday in Physics Building.
_• The 1991 Engineering eludes a reception and dinner
the Commons.
• Linda Tatum will condqct Fair, with corporate and stu- with the participants Thursday.
a coed skin car~ seminar from dent exhibits, contests and lab . Admission to each day's ses11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday in tours will run from noon to 5 sion for non-students is $5.50.
p.m. Friday in CEBA I and II. ·
UCF students with v~dated
the CEBA II faculty lounge.
IDs will get in free.
For more information, call
Minority Student Services at • MOCK TRIAUFORUM
.A campaigr:i finance forum •YELLOW RIBBONS
ext. 2716.
Delta Sigma Pi will give out
is scheduled for Thursday and .
Friday in the Student Center yellow ribbons all this week in
•TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE
the CEBA II atrium.
Campus Activities Board Auditorium.
. For more information, call
A mock trial of campaign fiwill present the movie Mo'
Better Blues Tuesday. It will nance law will run from 9 a.m. Scott at 277-7068.
show at 6:30 and 9 p.m. in the to 5:30 p.m. Thursday.
Whitney North Seymour, the •ANIMATED TALK
Wild Pizza.
Frank Gladstone, training
special
proseCl).tor for the 1987
Another Spike Lee movie,
Do the Right Thing will be Michael Deaver influence ped- manager at Walt Disney Anishown Wednesday at 6:30 and dling case, and Philip M. Stem mation Florida, will be the feaof Citizens Against PAGs will tured speaker at the next
9 p.m. in the Wild Pizza.
meeting of the UCF Cinemaprosecute.
tography
Association. The
Robert
Bauer,
counsel
to
the
• ENGINEERING WEEK
The 'ollowing events are Democratic Senatorial Cam- meeting is ~t 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
schedui~d this week as part of paign Committee, will be the in Room 201 of PC 3.
For more information, call
defense attorney.
Engineering Week:
Witnesses are: Jan Baran, Connie at ext. 5367.
• There will be a Student
Professional Awareness Con- counsel to the Republican Naference from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. tional Committee; Barry Lynn •STAFF RECEPTION
of the American Civil Liberties
The Alumni Trust CommitTuesday in the SCA
Five presentations and a Union; former Sen. Eugene tee will host a staff reception
buffet lunch are scheduled. The McCarthy; and David Eppler at 3 p.m. Thursday in the
President's Boardroom. Representations are free and the of Public Citizen.
' ~µstic,e, Parker Lee 1\:1~; fr~~hip.ent~ will be, served.
lunch costs $3. Lunch tickets
can be purchased in Room 107 Donald of the Florida Supreme " . For more information, call
Court will be presiding.
ext. 2502.
ofCEBAI.
1

,

.• FILM PRESENTATION
The College of Arts and Sciences, the Judaic Studies program and the Jewish Student
Union will hold a tour of the
Holocaust Center Museum and
the presentation of the film
Night and Fog.
The tour is scheduled at 4
p.m. Tuesday at the Holocaust
Memorial Resource and Education Center, 851 N. Maitland
Ave.
For more information, call
the Judaic Studies program at
ext. 5039.
•COCAINE BABIES
A discussion of problems encountered by cocaine-exposed
newborns is scheduled for 7
p.m. Tuesday at University
Behavioral Center, 2500 Discovery Drive.
Dr. Robert Maniello, director
of Ambulatory Pediatric Services at the Arnold Palmer
Hospital for Children and
Women, is the scheduled featured speaker. To register, call
281-7000.
•SEMINOLE SPEAKERS
Elaine Rapping of Adelphi
University will discuss "The
Female in Made-For-TV Movies" at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
Fine Arts Concert Hall of Seminole Community College. The
event is free and open to the
public.
Also, Robert Ray of the University of Florida will discuss
"Postmodemism and Intellectual Hi&tory" at 9:3.0 a.m. , Friday at
Pre-registration is
required.The seminarcosts $15.

sec.

For more information, call
Dr. Elaine Greenwood of the
Central Florida Consortium of
Higher Education at 323-1450,
ext. 372. ·
• REDUCE STRESS
A four-part series on systematic stress management
will start Thursday at Florida
Hospital, 601 E. Rollins St.,
Orlando. ·
The cost for four two-hour
sessions is $80. For more information or to pre-register, call
897-1929.
• 'CHOP UP RED TAPE
The Central Florida Wetlands Society will sponsor a
discussion of city hall procedures and how to cut through
red tape.
Marty Sharpe, vice president
of the Orange County Homeowners Association, is scheditled to speak.
The discussion will start at
6:45 p.m. Thursday at Building 4, Room 104 of Valencia
Community College's West
Campus, 1800 S. Kirkman
Road.
For more information, call
Shannon Carter at 281-8097.
• DON'T PANIC
Winter Park Pavilion will
host a seminar on panic Tues1
day from 7-9 p.m. in the medi- '
cal library auditorium of Win- "
ter Park Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Jeffery Danziger will be the
guest speaker. Reservations are
required for.the free discussion.
For reservations or information, call 677-6842.
.
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David Abrami and Matthew Weiler call it ~fair and
open."
"Pro-student" is how David Mann and Mykael Main
describe it. Meanwhile, bothJason DiBona/Mark Dogoli
and Russ Lloyd/Jose Cintr6n see themselves as "studentoriented."
However they describe their platforms, all four are
candidates for the student body presidential election
next week.
The issues the candidates face include parking,
recruitment and retention of minority students, and
student apathy.
All the candidates said part ofthe solution to parking
·problems at UCF would be to construct parking garages
on campus.
In addition, both DiBona/Dogoli and Mann/Main
support a shuttle system, which will run along Alafaya
"
Trail starting in August.
They also said they want a park-and-ride system,
which would bring students closer to their classes from
distant lots, su~h as the lot by the UCF Arena. Mann
said three Student Government vans could be used for
this system.
''There is adequate parking on campus but there is
not convenient parking," DiBona said.
Mann/Main said freshmen should not be allowed to
park on campus. They also stressed the-need for more
dormitOries on campus to lower the number ofcommuter
students.
Minority recruitment and retention have been issues
at UCF for several years.
A mentorship program for minority students could
help minority students stay at UCF through graduation,
DiBona and Mann said.
Mann said SG could take a more active position in

minority recruitment and retention and wants to unify
the student body.
However, Abrami said student money should not be
used for minority scholarships.
"I don't think that any person should be given an
extra advantage because of their race," Abrami said.
Lloyd said U CF could reach ou~ to potential students
by advertising in minority neighborhoods. He said he
believed in equal opportunity education.
All the candidates said student apathy is a problem
atUCF.
Abrami said students are apathetic because they
·feel disillusioned with SG.
He said the election statutes should be changed to
allow more than one week of active campaigning. This
would give stud~nts more time to become familiar with
the issues and the candidates; he said.
SG should find out the needs of the students, Lloyd
said.
"I want to change Student Government's image and
regain contact with the students," he said.
He suggested using questionnaires and talking to
inqividual students to find out their needs.
. DiBona said the construction of the Student Union

will be a key element to provide student unity on
campus.
He also said his administration would reach out to
students on campus and make sure they know what
services are available to them.
Mann said SG should represent the needs of all .
students.
"We have so many senators who represent their
fraternities or sororities first and their colleges second,"
Mann said.
Eamingthe respect of every student, including older
students and students with children, is important in
curing apathy, Mann said.
During the past academic year, SG went without a
senate for about three months, leaving the president in
charge of funding. What would the candidates do if
faced with a similar crisis?
"I think it would be inappropriate for one person to
make those decisions," DiBona said.
However, he said he could make an impartial decision
ifhe had to.
Lloyd called that situation dangerous and said it
never should have happened.
Abrami and Mann agreed that the president should
. not have total control over the funds.
Why are the ca.ndidates running for president?
Mann said he wants to open up the "closed society''
of SG. He said people have an obligation to change
things when they think they are wrong and feels he and
Main could do that.
Abrami said, ''The system has no accountability and
we need to do something about this."
Lfoyd said he wants to become president to regain
student control of SG and represent students' needs.
DiBona said he wants to address issues that concern
students.
"I've wanted to be student body president since I
stepped on this campus as a freshman," he said.

•

•
•

•

CANDIDATE PROFILES

The Central Florida
Future asked the four
candidates for student
body president to
respond to these
questions:

•

avid Abrami

0 What will be your one long-

term goal for your time in office?

~What kind of concrete things
can you say UCF students will
see in a year if you are elected?
Please list at least three items.

@) Events in the past two sd
administrations have led some
students to conclude that SG is
a so-called "closed society." How
do you plan to change this perception?

. Jason DiBona

David Abrami/Matthew Weiler

0

We want to restore a::x:ountability to
SG. It is nothing more than a closed
clique and we want to change that

@) 1. The current sll.Jdent handbook is a
$5,000-a-year boondoggle. It .should be
revised to provide useful information to
students. 2. Students will see a more open
administration. 3. All fees should be listed on
the invoices. We have a. right to know how
much they are charging, and for what
@}We plan to attend many student dub
meetings. We would a5o move the senate
meetings toTa larger room ... along with
publicizing them.
As someone who is not the puppet of a
few dubs, I can, without bias, represent
everyone.
UCF sll.Jdents are disillusioned with the
current process. A mere open government
will draw more sll.Jdents into the p~.

0

0 How do you feel you would 0
represent the campus as a
whole?

0

What do you think are the
main causes of apathy toward
UCF extracurricular activities?
What will you do about it if
you are elected?

Jason DiBonaJMark Dogoli
Our main goal is to finaf12ethedevelopment
and ronstruction of the UCF Student Union.
@) 1. .. .We will workto implement legislation
tore-distributelotterydollarssothateducation
is the primary beneficiary. 2. We would like to
see the implementation of a full-time
mentorship program for minority students ...3.
Expand the financial aid basis. Increase the
number of entry level staff positions in the

0

frlancial aid office.4. Push 1he administration
to have full-time academic advisers. 5.Approximately $000,000 will have been secured to begin the funding process for the
ronstruction of a multi-level pa00ng facility.
@} I completely disagree. OJer the past two
years, we'veseen more candidates than ever
for senate positions. In act!ition, there has
been an inftuxofapplicants forsenatepositions,
other appointed positions and student
employment opportunities. If anylhing, the
past two SGadministrations have realistically
and practically attempted to bridge the gap
between SG and the sll.Jdent l'.x:x:tf.
In the past three years, we hav~ become
increasingly aware of the many needs facing
oursll.Jdentbody and we feel strongly that our
platform reftecis that It is our opinion 1hat the
average sll.Jdenls are...roncemed with the
issues that affect them on aday-to-Oay basis,
such as p<lOOng, financial aid, registration,
add'drop, academic advising and the cost of
their education.
G} There are several key factors that lead to
apathy on our campus: Lack of on-0m1pus
housing, tradition, information and a centrally
located facility for student interaction, i.e. a
[sll.Jdent] union. We realize that we can never
end apathy, but we can increase involvement

0

Russ Uoyd/Jose CintrOn
My long-term goal, ifelected, wm be to fight
for more financial aid for the students.

0

Due to the theft of
many of Thursday's
papers, the editors
have decided to run
this Election Special
section again today.
Photos by Jim Ferguson and Charles Morrow

. Russ Lloyd
~

The first thing I can andwm accomplish is .
tohaveon-0m1pus parties. The second thing
is to use more computers during add'crop
week. TJlethirdistohmte thelocalgCNemment
buHd an ovemeadwalkwa;' CNer Alafaya Trail
for students' convenience.
@I plan to open SG up more to the needs of
the sll.Jdents. They are the reason that I am
running for SG president One way I plan to
bring SG in touch with the sll.Jdents is to have
polls of what the students want SG to do for
them.
.
,
I feel I would represent the campus as a
whole by staying in touch with the srudents.
G} Apathy toward UCF extra-curricular
activities is caused by the fact that so many
students are busy with their studies and their
job. Also, I feel there is not enough advertising
- the newspaper could play a major role in
this. If elected, I wHI push for more of a variety
of activities along with advertising.

0

David Mann/Mykael Main
,
WewillmakeitourNo.1 p,rioritytoensure
that all s!J.Jdents have a real opportunity rto
participa!B in, and receive the benefits of
Sll.Jdent Government
@1. Budget reform - Student
Government's budgetary and accounting
practicesarealrocious. WewiUinstituteregular
auditsonallSGandstudentcenteraccounts.
Andwewill make them public. 2. Drop-off day
care. 3. Area Campus Funding - They wiff

0

David Mann
automatically receive the amou.nt of A&SF
ti"ley generate. 4. The sll.Jdentbodywillsee an
SG that will be active in the arena of higher
education.
@The past two SG administrations have
been lessons in what can go wrong with
government lhebestwecan tell !he students
is that we will stay as mtailable to them as
possible and that we will appoint responsible
people to run the specific functions of
government We will not ignore what has
happened in the past and we are both
concerned with making SG an instill.Jtion that
the stu&nts can respect Openness is the

key.

-

•

'

O No single ticket can be all things to all

people. However, we are making it our goal to
open up SG, to encourage more students
who might not normally be indined to get
involved doing so. Not everything will be done
by unanimous consen~ but the student bodf
will be assured that nothing will be done
without the benefit of extensive discussion.
G} W~Jeel the main cause of apathy
on this campus is the lack of
programming geared to the
commuting student. To counter this,
we will encourage the Student
Center to channel a portion of its
fundinq to enhance weekend
activities that will appeal not only to
the typical college student, but to

those with families as well.

Photo Not Available

Matthew Weiler

Mark Dogoli

Jose Cintr6n

Mykael Main
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SENATE ·
FROM PAGE 1

•
•

Student body Vice President Jason
DiBona, who normally runs senate
meetings, said he had to go to Tampa
because his high school best friend had
been called up for Persian Gulf duty and
decided to get married over the weekend.
Mann said the bill's scope was too
narrow. He said an ethics proposal in the
state Legislature this spring is 34 pages
long.
He said most of those pages are
definitions of things like direct benefit.
Mann said benefit can come from being

5

in an organization that receives funds
for an event, not just going on a trip or
participating in the event.
"The only way the senate is going to
pass an ethics code is to table [bill] 23-11
and have LJR start from scratch," Mann
said.
"One word that comes to mind when I
see this bill is unworkable," Sen. Gary
Marlar said.
Marlar said Carls had not done enough
·research before writing the bill. He said
ethics codes for the student governments
at Florida State University and the
University of'Floridaareseverru pages thick.
The proposal, if passed, would have
added one page to the SG statute books .

.f
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PHOTOGRAPHER ·
NEEDED

•

EGG ON THEIR FACE

The Central Florida Future is seE?king a
qualified photographer to fill an opening
for weekend w~rk. Applic9nts should ·own
a 35mm SLR and be willing to work
Saturdays and Sundays. ·
If you qualify, please call Michael Pohl,
photo editor, at 823-2601.
_Or, come by the Future editorial
office and fill out an application.

(above) Brady Shutes, a 19-year-old business major, pulls an egg out of a bag of flour
with his mouth during the Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of Hearts Week.The activities of
the week benefit the local chapter of the American Heart Association.
(below) Kappa Delta team member John Walsh, a senior engineering major, competes·
against Shutes. They competed Wednesday on the Green. The sorority with the most
points at the end of the week won.
Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,.

Twenty-Third Student Senate
Legislative _Report .
•

Measures Passed and Signed as of 14 February 1991

STUDENTS:

Interested in SG ?!? Don't just sit
there - GET INVOLVED!!!

BILLS
23-01 Funding UCF rugby club.
23-02 Funding for S.E.P.S.
.
23-03 FundingUCF Amateur Radio Club
23-04
23-05
23-06
23-08 Funding Engineering Fair
23-10 Funding recycling project for residence
halls.
23-14 Revising-elections statutes.
23-15 Funding Wellness Center 5K Fun-Run
23-17 Funding c :A.D.A.C.
23-19 Funding Music Recording Society
RESOLUTIONS
23-01 Establishing spending policy
23-02 Supporting Presi,dent George Bush
CONSTITUTIONALAMENDMENIS_

Stop by the Student Government
offices and pick up an application.

Measures to be considered on:
21February1991
BILLS
23-22 FundintDelta Sigma
Pi's regional conf.
. 23-23 Funding UCF
Sociology Club
RESOLUTIONS
23-03 Congratulating Mrs.
Gladys Yost

NONE

EVERYONE IS INVITED TO ATTEND ALL SENATE & COMMITTEE
MEETINGS
SENA TE - 4:00 pm, In the University Dining Room

MEMBERSHIP

BUSINESS

ARTS & SCIENCES
1. Terry Rathman
2. Carrie Keifer
3.David Carls - Pro Tern
4.Victoria DelCastillo
5. Leslie Francois
6. Emily Rado
7. Leigh Ann Mcilwain
8. David Mann
9. Patty Purish
I 0. Sharcm Huff
11. David Groover
EDUCATION
1. Tammy Osteen
2. Eugene Asinas
3. Adam Smith
4. Heather Walton
5. Lori Vilgats
6. Terrance Dunn
7. Meredith Miller
8.
OPEN

1. Monica Vondruska
2. David DeMik
3. Mike Schwarz
4.
OPEN
5. Mark Sutton
6. Dave Patton
7. Jennifer Brown,
8. Joe Justin
9. Too Knight
10. Gary Marlar
11. David Badolato
12. Damon Mason
AT-LARGE
Main - Paul Alphonse
Brevard - OPEN
Daytona - OPEN
S.Orlando -Tim
Adams

-

HEALTH,SCI,& PROF
1. Michelle ·Bruens
2. Mitsie Steedly
3. Clarence Davis
4. Dana Snyder

!

LIBERAL STUDIES
.,

1. Mark Deutsch
2. Staci Price
3. Bobby Luthr~
"

COMMIITEES
LJR - 4:00 pm; OAF 5:30 pm ....................................... MONDAYS
C&O - 4:00 pm; E&A - 5:00 pm; SPR - 7:00 pm ....... TUESDAYS
I
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Budget cuts generate lower
sales at.college bookstores
a factor than enrollment is.
At community colleges, moreover, enrollment
COLLEGE PRESS SERVIC~
ty-pically increases when the economy weakens.
The recession is starting to affect college Those book stor es are anticipatingincreased sales.
"It takes a while to filter in," said Gene Trout,
bookstores, various campus store managers
report.
general manager at Rutgers University in New
Some report sales are declining. Like troubled Jersey.
"We're more affected by the university's
off-campus stores trying to lure customers, some·
situation. As long as enrollment is up, we don't
are discoUJJ.ting the prices of their products.
''We're operating at the bare minimum here," feel the effects."
"I really haven't seen any change at all, as far
said Elizabeth Santerre, store manager at
Quinebaug Valley Community College in as people spending money," said Teresa Jones,
Danielson, Conn., where classes have been bookstore manager at Independence (Kansas)
canceled due to budget problems.
Community College.
The Harvard Co-op in Cambridge, Mass.,
''When the economy's bad, student enrollment
offered a 10-percent textbook discount in October goes up," said Virgil Stevens of Ohio Northern
to attract more customers. This semester, the University.
store is discounting some paperbacks 10 percent.
"So far, everything's remaining steady. It's a
~ost others say economic conditions are less of little too early to tell/'
Staff Report

Char1es Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SPACEMAN
Soviet Cosmonaut Georgi Grechko lectures at. the Space
Symposium. He h?lds the world record with 136 da.ys in space.

VICTIM
FROM PAGE 1

to her room after a party.
She said they got into an
argument and she tried to leave,
but her boyfriend pulled her back
into the room and closed the
door.
He then swung herinto a wall,
hitherin the eye with a full duffel
bag and repeatedly punched her
in the face, police said.
The victim told police she
exclaimed during the attack, "I
can't believe you would do this
tome."

The victim tried to escape
twice unsuccessfully and on the
third try, got away, police said.
According to police, the victim
has been seeing her boyfriend
forsixmonthsandhasknown
him for 10 months. He came to
visit her for the weekend.
Her boyfriend told police he
had consumed six beers and six
shots of rum at the party.
The victim told police the
attack was unprovoked.
The accused told police he did
not remember the entire
incident but did r emember
~w1ching her in the face.

STAMPS

THEFT

FROM PAGE 3

FROM PAGE 1

College, Dean ofAdministration
Robert Pugh budgeted for a firstclass increase to 30 cents.
He said he still has to analyze
how other rate hikes will affect
the campus, but said overall he
is not too concerned.
"We've taken several hits, but
on this one, I guess we'll be OK,"
Pugh said.
Campuses nationwide have
beenhitbyunanticipatedbudget
· cuts and increased costs this
a~ademic year.

will

,--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__J

VANESSA LEARNED
HOW TO POP AWHEELIE
· AT CAMP CHALIENGE.
Florida's Easter Seal Camp
for children and adults with disabilities
fishing
• friendship
swimnllng • nature trail
I , • archery
• and inore

T •

k 1'% •

Call (904) ~83-4711 for summer camp info

ERASE ILLITERAC~
~

We're always glad
to hear from our readers.
_Write to us at:
The Central Florida Future

P.O. Box 25000

I

University of Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
•

~

0
0

MAKE MONEY!

E
•

Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

•

0

•

0
0

We're seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
business office at Room 108 in the Arts Complex and fill out an
applicatio.n, or call ext. 2601 to find out more.

0

:

.LEGAL SERVICE·s ·

Drop .Us .A
Letter!

0

0
0

STUDENT

0

•

•

•
•
•
•
·:

.

•

$$$$$$$$$$~$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.

U.$.A•. ·

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive ' attorney
consultation and representation
free of' charge to qualified students. Can 823~2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

Problems With?
•Landlords?
• Insurance?
• Contracts?

UCF Police Department, said
whoever stole the papers could
be charged with grand theft, a
felony in Florida.
Because the investigation is
in progress, names of the
suspects could not be released,
she said.
Despite the theft, the elections
be next week, election
commissioner Jim Song said.
'The majority of the students
won't know about the candidates
until the elections-begin," he said.

v.
THE SPECJ.Al, INTERESTS
STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
THE FIRST EVER UCF PUBLIC ISSUES FORUM WILL FEATURE A MOCK TRIAL OF
CURRENT FEDERAL CAMPAIGN FUNDRAISING l.AW FOLLOWED BY MOCK LEGISLATIVE SESSION. FORMER SENATOR & PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE EUGENE
McCARTHY WILL BE A WITNESS FOR.THE PROSECUTION.
THIS EXCITING 2 DAY EVENT IS FREE TO UCF STUDENTS, AND THE JURY WILL BE
SELECTED FROM STUDENTS. BE THERE BY 8:30am ON FEB. 21 TO FILL OUT YOUR
VOIR DIRE QUESTIONNAIRE - JURY SELECTION WILL BE BY RANDOM FROM QUESFEBRUARY 21. TIONNA.IRES SUBMITTED.

Need?

•A Will?

MOCK TRIAL - STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
9-10 JURY SELECTION
10-12:30 OPENING STATEMENTS AND PROSECUTION
WITNESSES
2-5 :30 DEFENSE CASE, SUMMATIONS AND Cl:-tARGE TO
·JURY
7·:00 RECEPTION & DINNER - UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
KEYNOTE SPEAKER : DOUGLAS KIKER, NBC NEWS
(CHARGE $11.00)

•Police?
' ,·

FEBRUARY 22
MOCK TRIAL - STUDENT CENTER
AUDITORIUM
8:30-9:30 JURY DELIBERATION AND
VERDICT
MOCK LEGISLATIVE SESSION - $ CA
9:30-1 CONSIDERATION OF REFORM
LEGISLATION
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These Full Line of Macintosh Coip.puter and Peripherals is made available to
UCF Students, Faculty and Staff at up to a 50% discount through the
UCF Computer Store
•

Macintosh LC

Macintosh Classic

•

::'.:::,: :. :.::·..::;. ::. :::..;: :..:: :... :;,.:·:::::·::':":,'.'.::': ·: .

::::": .:..':'::"

.: :

........

:" ::

.·:·

......... -.: \.'.:.

?. Payment for systems must be in the form of a
::::

.::~ -

Macintosh llsi

Cashier's Check, Mastercard or Visa.

:;:.:
(

:;;:- Financing is also available through the UCF :::::
·:.:
Credit.Union.
·::::
:::·

The Power to Be Your Best

Macintosh llfx
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The
Flip
Side of

•

_......._Reality

Kite flying gone high-tech
Graduate student says making kites is an art
by Jill B. Simser

-

When people tell Suresh Nair
to go fly a kite, there is nothing he
would rather do.
Unfortunately, the 25 year-old
UCF graduate student has a hard
time fitting any kite flying into his
schedule lately. Suresh's environmental engineering classes and his
part-time job at the Student Academic Resource Center where he
tutors students in statistics,
. chemistry and physics are keeping
him extra busy this semester.
Flying kites and building tl].em
is a hobby Suresh has grown up
with since he was a young boy
living in Malaysia.
Every year the small village of
Kerinclii Garden would designate
the warm, breezy days of September and October the official kite~
flying season.
During this time, enterprising
youngsters like Suresh would build
kites and sell them to ·make extra
money.
"It's a fun time plus .a money
making time for kids. A good one
(kite) takes about an hour to build

and sells for about $10," he said.
One of the high points during
the season is when the residents
of the village, an ethnic mix of
Malaysians, Chinese and Indians
would compete in kit~ fighting.
In kite fighting, one player maneuvers their kite close enough to
the opponent's kite in an attempt
to cut the kite string. The cut is
made using glass-coated kite
string, which can send a carefully
made kite flying into· space.
As Suresh began to illustrate
this on a yellow note pad, the short,
dark I:p.dian said the competition
can get intense between the ethnic
groups. "That's what motivates us .
to make good kites and fly good
kites," he said.
Usually, Suresh builds his kites
out of plastic rather than paper
because "if it starts raining the kite ·
is gone."
However, during a kite fighting
competition he would use a special
kind of paper called "wau" that he
would paint in a wat~rcolor design.
Bamboo was used for the frame,

I

!,•

What movie combines the
full capacity of Industrial
Light. a!!d Magics' (ILM)
special effects, the master
storytelling of George Lucas
("StarWars") and the directing talent of Ron ;Howard
("Cocoon," "Splash") and
weaves it into an epic tale of
adventure,
romance.
excitement,
laughter,
hope and
brotherhood?
"Willow."
"Willow"
centers
around Willow Ufgood
(Warwick
Davis-Wicket in ·"Return of tbe Jedi,"
"Labryinth"), a member of
the Nelwyn race, little people
who live in peace ·and neutrality, but are .surrounded

w~
night at

the Beach
Club'~

Club
'Spacefish

see Kites, page 9

Ron Howard's elfish 'Willow' ·
still magical on home video
by Kuan-Lin Wang

Lovegods
in Leisure
suits
wrfonned

Photo by Chartes Morrow
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by · the fighting Daikinis,· a
humanlike race. A w:annabe sorcerer, Willow is called
upon by the fates, when he
rescm~s a Daikini baby from
the river, and is sent tqJhe
High Crossroads to return
her to th~ first Daikini ·he
sees.
Enter
the .dashing
Madmartigan (Val Kilmer" Ice rna n"
Kazanskyin
"Top Gun,"
·Jim Morrison in The
Doors). An
outcast
Daikini
warrior,
Madmartigan coerces
Willow to
release custody of the
Daikini child, but later the
two cross paths at a sleazy
tavern after Willow spots and

'Tuesday, Feb. 19
play two. shows at the Blue Saturday, Feb. 23
The Blue Note features
This is the last day to Note (8 p.Iil. and 10:30 p.m.).
experience the Orlando Tickets are $10 in advance blues band Karen AbraOpera Company in Tosca and$12 atthe door; 843-3078 h;pns and the Tribe, $5
· The Florida Symphony cover; 843-3078.
at .the Bob Carr Performing Arts Center; 849-2577 Chamber Orches_tra presents
its "Baroque and Beyond . Sunday, Feb. 24
\Vednesday,Feb. 20 ·
Chamber Series" at 8 p.m. at
Guitarist Robin Trower
AC/DC with Kings x the St. John Lutheran plays at the Beacham
perform at the Orlando Church i:h Winter Park; 894- Theatre; 425-4038
Aren·a at 7:30 p.m. Tickets 20il.
are $19.95; 849-2020.
Monday, Feb. 25 .
Blues harmonica virtuo-· Friday. Feb. 22
Relive the '60s at Big
so Lazy Lester entertains
James Peterson plays the Bang's Monda,y night Cofat the Blue Note; 843- hlues at the Blue Note, $5 ... · fee House, featuring live
3078.
acoustic music; 425-9277.
cover, 843-3078.

see Willow, page 9

-Christine Hobby

Thursday, Feb. 21
Big Bang features "Cupid's Condom Cabaret," ••-~"""'
an evening of c~baret and ..._ .......
dancing; 425-9277.
Local rock b~d 2PLAY6.
features a promotional
party at the Sh~ Apartment's club house at 7:30
p.m.; 277-4963.
Intemati,onal Latin jazz
band Strunz and Farah i!iiia'iii~Riiiiiiiiiiiii

-

*Special Note:
It is rumored that the
Grateful Dead will come to
Orlando for the first time
at the beginning of March. ·
Tickets Tor the March 24
Poison/Slaughter concert
in the Orlando Arena are
on sale at TicketMaster;
843-3078.

•
•

•
•

•

thick thread served as the
half years,
Kites
string and a tin can beSuresh has not competed
frompage 8
came a reel.
in kite fighting, but
1hough Suresh has
he s_till enjoys flying
crafted many elaborate
kites· for fun.
kites, he concedes:
Suressh refuses to
"Making kites is an art,
buy "cheap" sold
but it doesn't mean it is
here, so he keeps
going to fly automatibuilding materials on
cally."
hand whenever he
Once Suresh made
gets the urge.
sure the kite was
He had that urge
ready for flight, then
one balmy, breezy he would make the
day when he and
glass coating for the
some friends were on
string, which he says
an island off the gulf
is probably the most
coast
of Florida .
- Suresh Nair
important aspect in
Taking the innovative
the kite fighting ofapproach, Suresh
fensive.
used whatever ·he
Five or six days becould find: fishing
fore the competition,
line, stems and a
Suresh would smash glass into a fine plastic grocery bag .
powder, then mix it with glue and color"All my friends said 'you can't do it,'" he
ing. Using a gloved hand, he would then said. Minutes later, his skepti~s were' surspread the mixture over the string to dry. prised to see the makeshift kite soaring in
If the kite he lost was particularly well- the air and Suresh with a wide grin on his
made, . Suresh would make the effort to face.
track it down as soon as the ~tring broke.
"It's the feeling, hey, I made this from
Several times he was lucky enough to find scratch," he said .
it entangled in the brush, but most of the
Suresh likes the sensation that comes
time it was lost forever.
over him when h~s kite is soaring in the
Living in the United States as a foreign sky. "Once a kite is up there, you feel like
exchange student for the past four and a you're up there," he said.

•
•
•

"Making kites is
an art, but that
doesn't mean ·it's
going to fly automatically."
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Say "Cheers" to CBS's "Good Sports"
by Kuan-Lin Wang

•

Another hit for CBS?
Quite possibly.
Ask anyone if they can
name a comedy hit for CBS
and they'll probably say one
of two things: "Murphy
Brown" or "Designing Women."
This

.

.

job opposite Gayle when her
previous partner dies of a
heart attack. Another sports
player turned broadcaster,
Tannen thinks broadcasting
will be a cinch.
The opening credits are
one of the best in the business. The theme is sung by
the soulful Al Gr~en. It is
classy sophistication with
O'Neal in a tuxedo and
Fawcett in a slinky, sexy
cocktail dress dancing and
wrestling each other in a
deserted ballroom. The
opening serves well as a
contrast and a conformity to
the style of the show.

Locals Wanted!!! ,
The Collage section is looking for local talent to be spotlighted in our New Faces
section. We don't care what
your talent is, we just want to
feature it.
Send all notices to:

•
'

.

Collage/Central Florida
Future
P.0._Box 25000, UCF
Orlando, FL 32816
823-2865 '.;. ~ -
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We learn that Gayle and
Bobby had a one-night love
affair when Tannen still
played in the pros. 1his is
the cause of the tension ·b etween the two.
The scripts are sharp and
witty and the one ) iners are
choice. Fawcett's Gayle reminds me of Murphy Brown:
smart and beautiful, the '90s
career woman.
Take a load off and catch
"Good Sports." You may even
catch guest appearances by
various athletes in the sports
world. "Good Sports" looks
like a possible "Cheers" for
CBS .

. Feature Writers
Do you have that investigative edge to your personaJi1y?
Are you interested in finding
out little known .facts about
controversial topics?
Come to the Central Florida
Future editorial office and
we 'II put you to work.
Collage is an equal opportunity
employer.
P.O.Box 25COJ,UCF
Orlando, FL 32816
823-2865
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Steele offers new vision
of 'Race in America'
almost lethargic posture of
expected thoughts and actions
Since the 1987 release of when it comes to the topic of
Allan Bloom's "The Closing of race. He points to "29 years of
the American Mind," there has decline and demoralization,
been a certain credibility giv- even as opportunities for
en to nonfic·blacks to bettion books
ter themselves
dealing with
have
inour nation's
creased."
higher educaThe result has
tional system.
been that toS h e 1b y
day, whenever
the problem of
Steele's ''The
Content of
dealing with
Our Characrace relations
ter" is a colis broached, it
lection of esbecomes
a
says, some
meeting
of
previously published in mag- postures rather than of peoazines such as Harper's, The ple ..
American Scholar and The
"Integration has become an
Renegade warrior Madmartigan (Val Kilmer) holds Sorsha (Joanne Whalley) hostage in MetroNew York Tim.e s Magazine.
abstract term today, ha.vingto
Goldwyn Mayer's, "Willow."
Steele, a professor. of En- do with little more than numglish at California's San Jose bers and racial balances,"
Willow
rescues the child being
Sorsha and the army are hot State University, in 1989 won Steele writes. "But it once
from page 8
on their heels.
·
flown away by two Browna National Magazine Award stood for a high and admiraies, a race of people only six
Later , when Mad- and wrote a piece dealing with ble set of value$.
inches in height. He finds out that the child's martigan has successfully captured Sorsha race for "The Best .American
"Racial representation is
name is Elora Danan and that her birth is and after the effects of the dust have dis- · Essays."
not the same thing as racial
· destined to crush the evil reign of Queen solved, the group travels through the maze
Taking the title of this book development, yet affinnative
of canyons to reach Tir Asleen, their only from Martin Luther King's action fosters a confusion of
Bavmorda. .
When. the evil Queen Bavmorda's army sanctuary. Sorsha manages to escape from quote, the author dismantles these very difficult needs."
and her beautiful daughter Sorsha (Joanne Madmartigan and upon reaching Tir Asleen, a collective mentality he sees
He labels present day affirWhalley - "Scandal," "Navy SEALs") raid they look in horror- as they see ~he entire retarding the advancement of mative action policies as
village frozen.
the tavern in search of the
blacks more than any exist- "something ofa Faustian barWhat
comes
after
is
a
baby, Madmartigan and
ing
racism.
gam" that "underwent a · reVideo Facts
great display · of choreoWillow make a spectacular
"Certainly there is still ra- markable escalation of its
graphed fight sequences be- cial discrimination in Amert- missio"n from simple anti-disgetaway that took Lucasfim
tween Madmartigan and ca," Steele admits. "But I be- crimination enforcement to
over a week to shoot.
G.e neral - Kael ("Indiana lieve that the unconscious re- social engineering by means
They journey to an island
Jones and the Temple of playing of o1:1r oppression is of quotas, goals, timetables,
to find Cherlindrea (Patricia
Hayes - -"The Never Ending
Do·om"), Madmartigan's sole now the greatest barrier to our set-asides and other forms of
fight with the Eborsisk, a two. full equality."
Story," "Goodbye, Mr.-Chips"),
preferential treatment."
headed sea monster (approthe only good sor~eress in the
Steele feels that blacks deny
This is not only wrong but
priately named after Siskel themselvesthechancetogrow is also, according to the auland with powers to match
and Ebert) and a ILM-made by viewing every setback as thor~ boring.
that of Bavmorda's. Cherlinduel of sorcerers between racially motivated. The writdrea goes through several
And no one is more culpaphysical transformations before she reaches Bavmorda and Cherlindrea.
er, drawing upon his own . ble of prolonging this distortIt was the m.agic of "Willow" that brought personal experien-ces as both ed racial parity than our naher human being. But when they return from .
the island, Sorsha and Bavmorda's army is together Val Kirner and Joanne Whalley who a black and a middle class tion's universities, in spite of
m~t on the set of "Willow" and married soon
waiting and takes them hostage.
citizen, concedes, "We must any well-meaning intent.
The-Brownies make their way to the camp after the movie wrapped.
learn to make a difficult but
"Universities can never be
where Madmartigan, Willow, Cherlindrea
Lucas had the idea of 'Willow" in his mind for crucial distinction: between free of guilt unW they truly.
and Elora Danan are being held. With their about 15years. ItwaswhenWarwickDavis(only actual victimization, which we help black students which
spears, they try to pick the lock, but eleven at the time) was cast as 'Wicket" in Return must resist with every re- means leading and challengMadmartigan intervenes. This angers the of the Jedi that Lucas put his idea in motion source, arid identification with ing rather than negotiating
Brownies, who hit Madmartigan with their Almost two hours in length, the cast and Wliters the victim's status."
and capitulating."
pouch full of pixie love dust, a dust that· of "Willow" would have liked to spend more time
This is the essence of his
Steele feels that educationcauses the recipient to fall in love with ~he delving int9 the friendship of Willow and work.
al ad:r:ninistrators ·have mis,
first person of the opposite sex they see. Madmartigan. .
The upshot of the 1960s taken the current state of ra-·
When Madmartigan goes to rescue Elora
A fantasy revolving around odd frtendships and Civil Rights movement has _ cial imbalances as indicative
Danan from Sorsha's ·hold, Madmartigan ·the never-ending fight between good and eV:il, Wr1- re~ulted in a condition where
showing his prowess o~ the battlefield, but 1ow is a great movie for children of all ages:
Amen.cans now suffer from an
se.e Steele, page 11

•

Reviewed by Bill Cushing

KINDERGARTEN COP PG-13 2:30-7:30
HOME AL0'-1: PG 2:0S.4:20·7:1 S.9:30'
GODFAlliER Ill R 2:30·6:10·9:10'
DANCES Wmi WOL YES PG13 1:30·5-8:45
NEVER ENDING STORY 2- G 2:15-4:30-7:15·9:30
AWAKENNGS PG-13 2-4:30-7:20-9:50
WARLOCK R 4:4S.10:00
KING RALPH PG- 2-4-6-8-10
GOODFEUAS R 2:30·&-9
LA STORY PG-132:04-4:04-6115-811>10:05
NOTHING BUTlROUBLE PG-13
2:10-4:10-6:10-8:10·10:10

AWAKENNGS PG-13 2:05-4:30-7:00.9:30
HOME ALONE PG 2:15-4:2CH:30-9:45'
GREENCARD PG13.!!:30-4:45-7:20-9:30'
NEVERENDING STORY 2- G 2:15-4:30-7:15-9:30
SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY-R'
2:1().4:10-6:10-8:1(}.10:10
KING RALPH PG-13 2-4-6-8-10
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS R'
2-4:30-7:30-9:50
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A New Vision of Race in America
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Sl Martin's Press

Author Shelb; Steele share's •A New Vision of Race in America.'

·steele
of racial dis- to choose
frompage 10
crimina t~on.
between one's
It is a case
group identity
. that employs the Orwellian and his or her own persoriality.
technique of doublethink
"I think black Americans
where preference comes to are today more oppressed by
,>mean the same thing as doubt than by racism and that
equality.
the second phase of our
Colleges and universities struggle for freedom must be
are now using "escapist racial a confrontation with that
policies," rather than genuine doubt."
recognition of problems, an
The Civil Rights movement,
attitude which would refuse which started as a mor;;U. im"the entanglements and perative, is now a -political
blindness of self-concerped platform and, _as an ideologiguilt and, out of honest con- cal aggregate, it demands its
'•cern demands black develop- followers to adjust their
ment."
thinking along "party lines,"
This situation is com- no matter how misguided or
pounded by a combination of distorted the original intendenial and rationalization tions may have become.
along with the personal strife
He points to the ever-inblacks experience when they creasing and constantly
feel forced - as the author felt changing terms which blacks

requisition in the name of "raThis posture
cial pride."
becomes a mask for . selfdoubt, pr_e venting many
blacks from claiming individuality. In these pages he recalls, "An extreme example of
this is the black student who
once told me that he was not
sure he should master standard English because he
\vouldn't be black no more.'"
At the same time, black
leaders have begun using race
as a weapon for concessions,
instilling feelings of guilt in
whites for two centuries of
enslavement and degradation.
Steele'.s credentials as both
a writer and analyst were further bolstered at the close of
1990 when Morton Kondracke
of the "New Republic" named
Steele as the "year's greatest
thinker" for finally telling both
blacks and whites to stop
playing games.
The book seems to be a
natural extension of Kingls
earlier teachings. Steele wants
·blacks to cease 1 viewing
themselves as victims and
become actively involved in
living life.
From whites, he asks for
respect, not deference.
"Be an individuals and a
responsible citizen," he urges
his reader.
"Understand that the
quality of your life will approximately reflect the quality of effort you put into it,
know that individual responsibility is the basis of freedom,
and that the limitations imposed by fate (whether fair or
unfair) are no excuse for passivity."
. Good advice for everyone.
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SG elections begin-~ it is-time to
make a decisi.o n
Many ofthe Valentine's DayeditionsofThe Central
Florida Future vanished from the stands Thursday
before most UCF students made it to campus. This
act of thievery and censorship represents a sad state
of affairs on campus.
The Future is an independently run, student-focused
newspaper, which is entirely funded by advertising sales.
We have great pride in our work and we were especially
proud of Thursday's Election Special.
We do not understand the motive of the thieves,
who dumped our work into trash bins: If they were
upset about the content of the newspaper, they could
have been civilized. and asked to write a Campus
Commentary concerning the issue. (The Future will
print any viewpoint on its Opiriion pages, even if the
view contradicts that of its staff.)
By stealing the thousands of newspapers, the
culprits (whether they realize it or not) have violated
our civil and press rights and coµimitted a serious
·
criminal act.
Everyone in theuniversitycommunitysu:ffers when .the
news is hindered by thoughtless, irrational censors.
We urge anyone who saw anything eady . last
Thursday to call the campus police. We plan to stop
.
such harassment of the student press.
We want students who didn't get the stolen edition
to be well-informed. Thus, the Future would like to
reiterate several points that were made in the staff
editorial:
First of all, the Future officially endorsed the
Jason DiBon~ark Dogoli ticket for student body
pr·e sident/vice president. DiBona represents
directness and experience, which are ne~ded to.help
Student Government prove to be an asset to UCF.
Although some of DiBona and Dogoli's goals may
be unrealistic, all are fair and well thought out. It is
evident they have a sense of what their positions entail.
Although we at the Future did not feel the other
three candidates were the best choice for the office,
we wanted to list some of the positive points the other
candidates presented:
• David Mann suggested SG vans be used to
shuttle students in from the mall parking lot.
• David Abrami suggested SG move its meetings
out of the University Dining Room and into a lecture
hall so students feel comfortable enough to attend.
• Russ Lloyd suggested SG look into an overhead
walkway in front of UCF to aid handicapped and
other students who cross Alafaya Trail.
The Future would like DiBona and Dogoli to use these
suggestions as well as to implement their own goals.
The idea presented by DiBona and Dogoli about
constituency work, where senators would be available
at a table in the their college to answer students'
concerns, is an excellent one and hopefully will be
implemented by whomever takes office.
Whomever you support, please make a record of it
by voting. The more feedback received by SG, the
better the system will work.
Yeu pay for services, use them. Be an active part of
the whole process.
'
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More restraint -e quals hol11icide
''The National Rifle Association lobbyists can go to
hell "wrote James Brady, former Secretary of State,
in ~ recent letter to me. ''The 'cowardly lions' in
Congress" have been intimidated by the "powerful
NRA," wrote Brady. "I've been around politics long
enough.to know how easily a well-financed group of
extremists like the NRA can kill legislation."
He wanted donations for Hangun Control, Inc. ·I
didn't send him any money, though I share some
opinions with this man who took a bull~t to the head
duringanassassinationattemptonPres1dentReagan.
It just seems ignorant to "fight fire with fire."
Brady is suggesting that we exert more "force ~nd
determination" than the NRA. This wouldn't change
the fact that a "well-financed group of extremists"
would· have disproportionate control, it would just
change the group of extremists.
Congress is made up of many individuals, but so
few are there to do what they think is best. Public
interest is not important to their careers in that .
· particular subdivision ofthe entertainment field called
"politics." That is the first big problem we have,
because it prevents the more pressing problem of
violence that Brady says he will solve by a seven-day
waiting period on the purchase of guns.
We need a different, better breed in Congress.
That would require major modifications in an
imperfect system. The campaign process would have
to change, and the most efficient" way· for that to
happen would be through legislation. Unfortunately,
the Congress that would have to vote on s:uch
legislation would be more interested in solidifying
their positions than what is best. There is no reason
to expect an improvement in this situation.
. The second problem is why these random killers,
'

· •t•illltlli~
that Brady wrote about, exist. Brady wants to prevent
them fro~ legally buying guns by doing backgroun4 •
checks first. That sounds good. However, to complicate
things, realize that these random killers have so little
respect. for the law they randomly kill, which is,
according to Suzi, highly illegal. Realistically, will
these criminals be significantly dissuaded by
restrictions on paper?
Psychologists and sociologists profess that ·the '
more restraint exerted on a frustrated individual, the
more likely it is that a homicide will result. So, what
Brady wants to do is exert more restraint on these ,
potential murderers. Hmmm?
Why do these people randomly kill anyway? I don't
mean the guns (already) in their hands, I mean the .
•
disease in their heads.
"Fight fire with water" makes more sense to me,
but then maybe I have a disease in my head. My
advice is that if you are a "cowardly lion," don't be. I•
am recovering, and I must say that it is much more
difficult than hiding the truth from yourself. Ifall you
do in a tragedy is shake your head and look away,
take revenge; do something to prevent · it from•
happening again. If you don't want to be ruled by
ignorance, do something about it.
My final advice is that if you are ;;i. random ~iller, •
don't be. Don't be random. Oh, and as a personal favor
to me and our environment, since you don't have to go
to Iraq to find a villain, save the gas.
-Jeffrey Hunn is studying communications. •

Lettersa#iw£illtmff~~..$~~¥mr®:z~~.

(Muslim) rulers also app~ied
Editor:
special taxes, etc... o!lnon-M~lims,
This letter is in response to the whichoftenresn1:ted~moreconverts
Feb. 5 fette:r written by Radwan to Islam. Thes~ we JUSt a few well
Kaoutly; which criticized a Jan. 24 . known conversions, etc... and most
editorial by John Hood titled, -definitely performed un~er the
"Israel fought for oodles of years." protectionandencouragementofthe
The purpose ofKaoutly's letter Mugl:ial conquerors.
was to show.the ignorance of Hood . . I wo~ld hke.to ~~d that Islam
about the Middle East and Islam. is defimtely a ·reh~on o_~ peace,
IpersoriallytendtoagreethatHood and a_ny one fa~1har wi~J:i . t~e
is often misinformed and I believe Islamic tenets will agree. It is
does hind his ignorance by writing only when mis~u~ded p~~p~e
"humorous"
commentary. interpret any religion for their
However, in the chastising letter, own aspirations, a lot of harm
Kaoutly himself, shows his befalls on everyone else..
.
misinformation and ignorance.
.
S~m R_ao
Since I am not a Muslim, I have
electrical engmeenng
no opinion on Islam, the Koran,
etc ... ,howeyer,Idotakeexception •MANY OBSTACLES
to Kaoutly's assertion that "Islam Editor:
was never spread by the sword"
. I would like to express some of
and his premise that no Islam my thoughts concerning the
soldier set foot on countries like campaign ofDavidMann and the
India, etc...
articles published on Feb. 12. I
First India/Pakistan was feel as though there are a few
definitel~ invaded and ruled by pain.t s which need to be clarified.
the Mughals (Muslim soldiers),
I realize th8:t my ex-r.~ning
who often forcibly converted local mate _was lookmg for a .simple,
population· into Islam, pre- focu.s~dreasonwhyldeclmedmy
dominantlyfrom the so-called "low 1,, 0~1tion. The one reas.on 1
caste" people. The Mughal - mentioned does not fulfilr tlle'
•FORCIBLY CONVERTED

many obstacles (aslmenbonedm
my. d~cumented lette! of
res1gnabo~) that had transpired at
the last mmute.
.
,
Deep ~erson~l concern.s that had·
comeupmm_Yhfeattheti.mew.01;1ld
have grea~ly.mfluenced this declSlon •
- a d~c1sion to .become more
responsible for servmg fell ow U.CF
students to .my fullest capacity.
Th~re were issues t~at came UP•
which I felt - and still feel - are
in~a~able. of being m~t. Know.ing
this,1twasmyprerogativetodecline.
I was not able to respond to the•
one phone call. a repor~er made ~o
me for comme!1t. I .thmk Manns
other ex-runnmg mates, declared•
or undeclared, should be able to
state why they dropped out..
Th.e students have somethmg to_•
learn from the f~ct that I was ~ot
Manns first ch01ce
a r~°:mg
mate. I was at least sIXth m lme;
therefore, st~dents should know•
why the previous ones dropped out .
as well. I would ask Mann h?w_~
~~ny people he asked to run with t
him, because I lost count.
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·Livelihood potentially endangered by ordinance.
On Feb. 11, the Orlando City Council struck a
blow ...for the big guys.
The issue first came to public light when The
Orlando Sentinel rail a feature prior to the upcoming
city council meeting. It was about Jose and Carmen
~elendez, owners of a hot dog cart sitting near
Orlando International Airport, who saw their
livelihood potentially endangered by the passage of
:Ml. anti-vendor ordinance.
According to a follow-up Sentinel article printed
onFeb.12, ''The council, under pressure from busiriess
9..wners downtown, is banning vendors from using
public property anywhere in the city."
"The rule is supposed to protect outfits such as
Church Street Station tourist complex as well as
f~mily-owned shops from competing for customers
with peddlers who have lower costs and pay fewer
truces."
.
Let's take a closer look at what is written concerning
the situation.
First off, the article stated that the council was
"under pressure from business owners downtown."
z\re these "owners" people or corporate boards? It
doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure that one out;
just take a walk downtown and notice the names of
the businesses occupying space .there. These aren't

' exactly "mom and pop" operations.
I'm sure that only those conglomerates with some
high-priced attorneys a,t their beck and call can afford
to squeeze a·city council to ban "vendors from using
public property anywhere in the city."
. Makes you wonder, doesn't it? If the council is not
Of course, vendors pay lower costs and taxes than
allowing people (vendors or otherwise) from using
"public property," who precisely do these council do the big business restaurants and shops. But why
members represent. In this case, it sure isn't the don't we compare profit margins sometime and see
public.
some realistic ratios?
During a time when President Bush is calling for
And what about that "anywhere" qualifier? It
doesn't sound as if anyone's business was directly . more independent action and initiative from
threatened by these peddlers; it sounds more like Americans, Orlando local politicians are, apparently,
someone (or thing) is out to eradicate any possible still bedding down with big business. · However, the council did make an exception in the
form of competition from developing.
How about the statement that the new ruling is case of the Melendez's situation based on popular
meant to "protect" businesses with "competing for opinion and public support. And now council members
customers" with vendors?
. are strutting around, patting themselves on the back
I think most potential customers understand that -for raving taking such action in support of these
when one purchases an item from someone in the "little guys."
But, what about al1 the other vendors, sma11
street, that there are very few guarantees included in
the exchange, including whether or not the seller will businesspeople tryin g to make a living i_
ever be seen again. Besides, since whep d.id the Olive independent manner?
Garden ever attract the same clientele as a guy
Tough luck, I guess.
hawking Sabretts hot dogs?
·
C'mon, guys, let's get real!
-Bill Cushing is a junior studying English.

Rock 'n' Roll Hall of Fame lost in Cleveland
ahead, with $44 million in donations and a site on
scenic Lake Erie (motto: "Contains Some Actual
Water") They hope to break ground later this year
for a building designed by the noted rock-and-roll
architect I.M. "Skeeter" Pei. Thompson said that
the building will include a museum containing
·• In view of the many disturbing events on th~
important rock artifacts, such as the lyrics to
I .international scene, I recently decided thatit was
"Purple Haze" in Jimi Hendrix's actual
j my duty, as a journalist, to visit Cleveland. My
handwriting.
·
objective ":'as to find out how they're coming along
I asked Thompson if the whole project wasn't
with the Rock and Roll Hall ,of Fame. You "hep
sort of contradictory - to have a formal museum
cats" out there may remember that back in 1986
dedicated to akind of music whose major historical
there was a competition to see which city would be
moments tended to involve wide-pupiled men
~e site of the Hall, and Cleveland won an upset
dropping their pants on the stages of municipal
victory over cities more associated in the public
stadiums. But·Thompson said the exhibits wi11
mind with the entertainment industry, such as
serve an important education function.
New York, Los Angeles, Tehran, etc.
•
"Younger people today don't understand
At the time, a lot of people were surprised.
anything about the roots of rock and roll," he
"CLEVELAND?" they said, in the same tone of
pointed out.
voice they would later use to say, "QUAYLE?"
Isn't THAT the truth. My 10-year-old son spends
1'ecause let's face it, Cleveland has an image
hours in his room listening to "rap" music, a
problem, largely because of the city's own
~-~I proven killer of brain cells. "Robert!" I tell him.
inferiority complex, as reflected in its offi~ial
"Stop listening to that trash! Come out here and ·
~otto ("Cleveland: What's The Point?") But it just
listen to 'Louie Louie!"'
-.....!Wliiiliiil-..-iiiiiiili_ _ _©.•, TrlbuM•,...•,d•ia•s.....
""'·c......-,n•c.
Speaking of songs with mysterious lyrics,
happens that Cleveland has a strong claim to
199
Rian,a p,eurv.,,
Thompson said ther·e will be archives at the Hall
being the Birthplace ofRock. Considerthesefacts;
-The very term "Rock and Roll" was invented in Dictaphones, painting peace symbols on their faces ·of Fame, so that scholars will be able to come and
Cleveland in 1704 by a famous exploring group of with correction fluid, smoking typewriter ribbons -·study academic rock-and-roll issues. I'm very excited
Lewis and Clark, who later recorded "My Boyfriend's and writing interoffice · memos that had choruses, about this, bec~use some questions have been ·
Back."
- like:
botheringme.fory.ears, such as: What, exactly, do the
''Whoa sweet thing, you look so unbelievable
BeachBoyssingin thefirstlineof"HelpMeRhonda"?
;11 -The Beatles came from Cleveland.
I just GOT to get into your accounts receivable." This is the line that goes, "Well since she put me down
-Near the end there, Elvis was almost as big as
But in .. fact the Hall of Fame office was very (something something)." What it sounds like to me is:
Cleveland.
"Well since she put me down,
Anyway, the critics who scoffed at Cleveland in businesslike. The staff consisted of a secretary and a
There've been owls puking in my bed."
11186 are eatingtheir words today, because the Rock director, Larry Thompson, a 43-year-old suit-wearing
But this seems unlikely. I mean, you could imagine
and Roll Hall of Fame has turned out to be a raging short-haired attorney who told me that he never, not
success, with only one minor kink remaining ~ be even in the '60s, played in a rock band. I believe he is owls showingupin the beds.of some bands, particularly
i oned out, namely that the Hall does not, III: a one of the only two 43-year-old ·men in the country the early Stones. You could even ~magine small
physical sense, exist. There is, however, a real mce who can make that statement, the other one being the HORSES. But not with the Beach Boys .. So this is a
model of it, about the size of a harmonica,.in the Hall Vice President. Thompson was cordial but question I would definitely like to see some rock
of Fame office which is located in a downtown businesslike; the closest he came to really cutting scholar clear up. Another one is: In the song "Land of
loose was when he described his reaction to being 1,000Dances,"whatdoCannibalandtheHeadhunters
Cleveland building.
.
really MEAN when they sing, quote, "I said a na, na
I visited the office and it wasn't what I expected. offered the director's job.
"I said, 'Good Golly, Miss Molly,"' he recalled.
na na na, na na.na na, na na rfa, na na na, na nana - I expected it to be staffed by funky long-haired tattooed
Thompson said that the Hall of Fame had some na"? This has bothered me for years. You.know what
j}tterbugging degenerates engage~ in_ roc~-and-rol~
style office activities such as smgmg mto their problems~n the earlyyearsbutisnowmovingbriskly I mean? You do? Pass me·that typewriter ribbon.
_
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RPS needed Pff package handlers from 2- · Ouittyping-Call Stress Alleviators Profes-•
6AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715
sionally typed & edited.
Written
projects(terms, resumes , etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 351 -0065.
National Marketi ng firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
Prof. Typing & Resumes $1 page 365-8890
companies this school year. Flexible hours
Call after 5:30 or leave message on recorder
with earning potenti•J to $'2,500 per semester.
Must be organized. hard working and mone}I
motivated. Call Marcy C. at (800) 592-2121 ,
Ext. 123

Newman Club
Social · Service • Spiritual
Enjoy many different activities!
For more information, call the
House at 281-4438 Sponsored by the Catholic Campus Ministry.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon- TKE II soccer Wed. at
4:00. Heavyweight Champion Rich Barrett
will be on hand. Associates, 3-fires is this
Friday ! Be ready! Arriba! Boo-yaa l
Pi Kappa Alpha
"PIKE PLEDGES"-Hey Sig Ep Hippies, no
tag #HIG 39x here. Wrong pledge class eggheads. No we try to stay out of the ghetto as
much as possible. You probably sucked too
much ganga that night and decided to egg it
yoursel f, an obvious improvement to your
shack. Congrats on your soccer victory but
wait un til softball. There the true omelet will be
cooked. Do the Greeks a favor. Don't be
toads
.Delta Sigma Pi
The picnic was a success. Do you know who
you r Big Brother is? Catch.a Clue. Work hard
pledges! Get a yellow ribbon this week in
CEBA-2
Alpha Phi Omega'
Congrats Bib/Lil Bros! Arboretum project was
cold! Pledge service project week of 2118.
Scavenger hunt 2123. Bro Retreat 3/2-3/3.
Have fun .

CKl-Collegiate Kiwanis
We're looking for a few Good Hearts Find out
how you can become a "Community Service
Affiliate" 275-5044 Ask for Rene!

O'Brien Windsurfer exc condition $300 or best
offer Melissa 382-1849
(2) Aquariums both 30 Gal complete with
pumps, filters , stands, hoods, and fish . Call
275-0611 ask for Brooks

Ladies part-time work. Set your own hours,
retail oriented , self motivation a plus. Call 8238303 24 hr recording

2 surfboards excellent condition. Call Jay 695· 1015

MIF to share 2bd apt 1mi from UCF $200 + 1/
2 util 381-4119 (Val) Leave message pleasemay move in 3-1-91
MIF 3bd/2ba house in downtown area $325 +
1/2 util. 423-8014
Responsible Roommate M/F wanted to share
2br/2bath condo in Maitland $300 p~r month
plus 1/2 utilities

Lost Figaro bracelet 18 kt 3 to 1 link Reward if
round!!! Call 282-601 4

YOUR.UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that's made 15 of 24 Super
89wl rings. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for itl It's Academic in the University
Shoppes.
HP-41CV Handheld computer w/ owners
manual, quick ref. guide, carrying case. Must
for engineers. Brand new $90 OBO Call Eric
at 381-8070
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers easy tim e payment plans. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for itl It's Academic 1n the University
Shoppes.

Bos~ 90 1 series V speakers exc cond $700
OBO Herb 696-5365 Iv message

Roommate needed M/F in a 412 house 5 mi.
from UCF Great location. Call 658-0960
ASAP and leave message

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Thanks to all the sororities for a great week.
Queen of Hearts was a big success. Thanks
to all the Friends of the Heart for you continuing help and support. Regionals this Weekend !I Hey everyone, come join the Sig Eps at
the Frat House Bar & Grill Wednesday nights.
Pledges, keep up the great work

Only $175 + 1/2, own room, 678-1738

Kappa Sigma
As always Woodser was awesome! Campout
this weekend . Pledges , you ready for M1am1 ?
Good job delivering those cards. Kappa
Sigma- often emulated, never duplicated I

* Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call DMV Properties inc. 657-1967

UTILE ANGE LS PRESCHOOL
UC #890-31
1006 Portale Ave./Near UCF
*Experienced Staff *Warm Caring Environment
*FULL TIME $48 *$2/HR DROP IN
Transport to & from school 277-2153

'81 BMW3201 good cond. new ti res, auto, 2737478, Billfish
'80 Dodge Omni look AC 4-speed new tires,
brakes, CV-joints AM/FM cass. After 6:00
366-8688 $400

1Bdrm 1Bath Apt-walk to UCF $315/mt Cat
okay. 281-6545

UCF walking distance 2Br2bth All appliances
available now for rent. Call 381-4240 !:>leave
message

The UCF copy center in the library rm 229 will
make copies for students for 10 cents a page.
Come by and get your copy needs ful filled.

Plymouth Reliant "83 good condition $1800
Call 380-2026 #1062

We've been missing you! Come fill your spot
1n one of the 4 Bi ble studies (Tues & Wed@
12&1). Don't forget about Knight lite eitherThurs @7pm . All act1v1ties in the SOL.

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
Make it unique, make it yours, make itJostensl(
There is a difference; look for it! It's Academic
in th e University Shoppes.

"82 Toyota Supra $3450 obo 574-055 1 Vm
1983 Dodge Omni auto air looks ru ns excellent 679-1103 $995
- - - - -- - - - - - - -

I love Mark Mierzejewski, Debra
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
)BM letter quality/laser printing.

3Bdrm 2 112 Bath town home pool ten ms walk
to UCF $650 Call 671-9957

Chancellors Row 2 miles from UCF 2B Rl2BA
$495/Mo 1200 sq ft condo large enough for a
third roommate. Quiet neighborhood. Cbndo
well insulated-no noise! Tennis/swimming
pool. Backyard. Call 273-8202

"One Heart-One Love-ONE BIG PARTY"
Spring Break Jamaica ReggaeJam
(800) "U" REGGAE ...(800) 873-4423

"88 Honda Prelude 5sp, red, alloy wheels, bra,
fog lights, excellent condition, 45K miles,
$10,250 or best offer. Call Mar.k 273-0397

1980 Toyota Tercel cold air runs 'exc 679-1103
Congratulations to al( SK racers! Special
thanks to our volunteers! The Greek SK run
was a big success and a lot of fun for everyone. Don't forget ROPES Sun March 3 9aml

LSAT GMAT GRE Prep course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Specialists
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

Fast*Professional*Accurate
Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential . Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

Hey! UCF Rugby, Good luck agair;ist the Ii
Canadians. We'll be rooting for you I Ready
for an awesome party! Just Do It! Love Shell
+ Jenr1y

"

Barbie, Honey, you're back! What happened
to my sugar -love, my sweetcakes . Tell me
evereything babe at the 9:00 showing of Mo'
Better Blues in the Wild Pizza. I need U now!
Bren.
4
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MINI CLASS.IFIED FORM
$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1 .50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per_issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$ _---'--_

Insertion Dates:

D SERVICES
D TUTORS
D GREEK CORNER
D FOR SALE
D TYPISTS
D OTHER
D CLUB INFO
D AUTOS
D LOST & FOUND
D HELP WANTED
D LONELY•'s
D ROOMMi\TES
.D FOR RENT D WANTED
D CARPOOL
D PERSONALS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
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*Any text going over the allocated five lines will not be printed.
If you want more than five lines in one ad, then use two or mo.r e forms.
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The life and death of
Martin Luther J(ing, Jr.
By Jeff Cohen
The assassination of famed
civil rights leader Martin Luther
King, Jr. was a crime shrouded
in mystery. The circumstances
surrounding King's tragic murder and the subsequent investigation were never given appropriate attention. Only now, over
twenty years later, does the
puzzle begin to take shape as
attomeyandinvestigativewriter
Jeff Cohen brings the crime into
focus.

<•

,,

A captivating slide _show

presentation and lecture explore
the unusual details surrounding
The late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., civil rights activist.

the assassination of Dr. King.
Cohen questions the background and limited abilities of
accused assassin James Earl ·
Ray and the true involvement
and motivation of the EB.I.
These and other fascinating
questions will be addressed
when Cohen tries -to unravel
the mystery on Monday,
February 25 at Spm in

Student Center AuditQrium. - I see King pg... I

the
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Father Time, meet Sugar Ray;
Sugar Ray, meet Father Time
I had watched Ray fight since he was a gold
medalist in the '76 Olympics. His combination of
speed and knockout power was awesome. He even
came back to avenge a loss to Roberto Duran in
grand fashion. Duran was never the same after
this embarrassing defeat.
Leonard went on to knock out champion
Most of you probably know what happened to Thomas Hearns in ·one of Leonard's toughest
boxing great Sugar Ray Leonard on the night of fights. Then came the injury to Leonard's eye.
Feb. 9. It's taken me this"long
With grace and style he
to come to grips with what
retired from the ring
happened. On this faithful
untouched with his legend in
night, one of boxing's most Father Time hasn't lost
tact.
entertaining performers was
But, as we all know,
battered. The fight wasn't even a fight yet, and he's
Leonard didn't stop there. He
close. Sugar Ray was knocked out some
risked his eye and reputation
pummeled by a younger,
by taking on the great Marvin
pretty big.names ...
stronger champion.
· Hagler - and won. Once
Before the fight, I was naive Father Time has laid out again, Leonard had defieatbe~ ·
enough to believe Suga! Ray
odds.
could outsmart Father Time. I another victim ...
Ai:,· a fan, I was blind to
had watched Muhammad Ali
Sugar Ray's deteriorating
fall victim to this fate against
skills. He won a fight against
Larry Holmes in 1982. I
journeyman Do.n nie Lalonde, but only after
remember thinking to myself, Why does a great getting knocked down once. He received a draw
man like Ali need to prove anything to anyone? in his second fight with Hearns, even though most
Yet, manyofmyfriends still thoughtAli would observers thought Hearns won.
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
give Holmes a beating.he would never forget. What
After a slow showing against a slower Duran, SERVING IT UP
happened in the ring that night in Las Vegas was
Leontabrd ~et his sigrthtstohn chahmtpiondi!dethrry N~rnbl: s. Todd Burroughs practices serves during practice. The men's tenni
'
not pretty.
M os oxmg expe s oug , as
e pu ic,
.
F
The world saw a slow, older champion suffer a that Leonard was taking a chance against the team next play 2 p.m. Wednesday against Stetson at UC .
severe beating from a younger champion who had younger Norris, but that Sugar Ray's skill would . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·- _ _ _ _ _ _
better reflexes. The worst part ofthis tale is Holmes give him the edge.
r'
UCF STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
himself fell victim to Father Time when he later
But th e clock had struck 12 on Sugar Ray I
IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUl'ER SYSTEM
$2 795 oo
I
took on a younger, meaner, faster champion named Leonard. He looked slow and listJess l:!gainst I
' ·
I
Mike Tyson. .
· .Norris. The young champion hit Leonard with I · 386SX Processor 101-Key Keyboard
~
Holmes was looking at the ceiling by the end of punchesthat,inpastyears,hewouldhaveducked I 2MB RAM(expandable to 16MB)
Mouse
I
round three. Father Time hasn't lost ·a fight yet, easily. As the fight came to a close, I thought ~o
2400 baud modem (built-in)
MS DOS 4.01
MS Windo~s
I
and he's knocked out some pretty big names. Men myself, Why does this have to be the last memory I 9600 baud FAX (built-in)
3.5" 1.44MB floppy drive
40MB Hard Disk
1
like Joe Louis, Ali, Holmes and Alexis Arguello I have of Sugar Ray?
I Dot Matrix printer
VGA Color Monitor
i
have entered the ring past their prime and suffered
All I can re.membe:nowis a bleeding, con~sed, I
OTHER COMPLETE, GUARANTEED, SYSTEMS FROM $1;495.00
I
a serious butt kicking for it. And now, Father older cha~p10n getting taught a :ather pamful I Connecting Point Computer Center
Gary R. Greenstein I
Time has laid .o ut another victim, his name is Ray lesson: You cannot beat Father Time.
·
Ed. Consultant
-1
200 Volusia Ave.
Leonard.

I

Daytona Beach, FL.32114

(904) 238-1200 :-
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UCF Running Knights
presents

REE
r

in·the UCF GYM

Thursday, February 21, -at 7:30p.m~
UCF· vs.·-New Orleans
"College· Basketball at its Best"
FRATERNITY & SORORITY ACTIYITIES
* Group Attendance Contest
* 1/2 time FREE THROW CONTEST...$25 Prize
*YMCA· "100 Years of Basketball Celebration"
*Greeks wear their colors

GREATGAME
* UNO leads the AMERICAN SOUTH CONFERENCE
* Has been ranked 21st nationally
* SUNSHINE NETWORK is televising this
game-LIVE-State· Wide.
/

"Come Show Your UCF-Spirit"
,,

('

)

t.ady Knights only play tough for first halves
Staff Report

Thomas Assembly Center.
Against Arkansas State
Thursday, UCFledbytwopoints
at the half but fell, 70-57, in the
Convocation Center.
The two losses dropped the
Lady Knights to 2-8 in the
conference and 7-14 overall.
UCF stayed with the Lady
Techsters in the first half and
was down by six points at
halftime, 43-37. But Louisiana
Tech, which made46-of- 77 shots
from the field, outscored the
Lady Knights by 19 points in

•cENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights basketball
played strong in the first
half of two American South
Conference games last week but
could not sustain the effort and
'dropped two games to Louisiana
Tech and Arkansas State.
Louisiana Tech shot 60
ipercent and pulled away from
the Lady Knights in the second
half to defeat UCF, 104-79,
~aturday afternoon in the
~am

the second halfto pull away with
the victory.
Louisiana Tech used
balanced scoring to defeat UCF
as it put six players in double
figures. Payne led the Lady
Techsters with 15 points. Also
in double figures were Martin
with13points;Brown,Riserand
Lockett with 12 points; and
Collins with 11.
Riser made 5-of-6 shots from
the field.
Tari Phillips led the Lady
Kilights with 30 points. She and

Yolanda Rhodes were the only
UCF players to score in double
figures. Rhodes scored 18 points.
The Lady Knights shot just
37 percent from the field. They
prevented a total· blowout by
making 21-of-25 free throws.
They outscored Louisiana Tech,
21-9, from the line.
AgainstArkansasState, UCF
led at the break, 32-30. But the
Lady Indians outscored the Lady
Knights by 15 points in the
second half.
Poor shooting again plaglied

the Lady Knights. They shot 33
percent from the field. Arkansas
State shot worse - 29 percent
- but outscored UCF 20-8 from
the free-throw line, which
proved to be the difference in
the game.
The Lady Indians went to the
free-throw line 39 times
compared with 1 7 times for the
Lady Knights.
Phillips and Rhodes again
were the only Lady Knights to
score in double figures. Phillips
scored 1 7 points and grabbed 15

·RUNNING

UCF, 19-11, from the free-throw
line. UCF also committed 24
turnovers.
HeledUCFwith16points. UCF , Because of UCF turnovers
Jias five players averaging in and Louisiana Tech's 36-25
double figures in scoring.
rebound edge, theTechsters had
Sinua Phillips (12.0 ppg) 55 field-goal attempts compared
scored one point; Denny Hinson with41 fortheRunningKnights.
t14.1 ppg) scored nine points;
Leeks again was held in
and Anthony Haynes (14.3 ppg) check. He managed eight points
scored seven points.
and one rebound. Two UCF
,. Although UCF was more players scored in double figures.
competitive against Louisiana Hinson led with 17 points and
Tech, UCF lost. The bright spot Tormohlen had 10. Ronald Ellis
for the Running Knights was led Louisiana Tech with 20
hat they outshot Louisiana , points.
Tech 43.9 percent to 38.2 and
League-leader New Orleans
were perfect in converting 11 will make its first visit to UCF
.free-throw attempts.
when it plays the Running
But Louisiana Tech outscored Knights at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
~ROM
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-We are on a mission unprecedented
in medical history.

ALL STACKED UP
The Running Knights had their large.st crowd of the year when they played Rollins College. They will
look for similar support Thursday night when New Orleans comes to the UCF gymnasium.

We ari:! bringing 19 teams of
scientists from around the world
together in one place, for one purpose.
~ To find a permanent cure for diabetes.
Fm· all of mankind.
And for your family too.
Together, we can outlive diabetes.

l

BCC's Chris Kohlstead in the
880-yard run. Their times were
FROM PAGE 20
1:57and1:59, respectively.
FCCJ's 400-meter specialist
the 220-yard dash in 23.2. WendelEvans took thirdin2:05.
FCCJ's Dee Jones, a 400- and ·Kohlstead returned to take the
Join us on our mission.
800-n:ieter specialist, put on a mile victory in 4:30.
In the two-mile, BCC's Doug
sterling performance to win the
Butler took command from the
--="iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-· .440-yard dash in 48.2. Jones' run start to win in 9:36. UCFs Pete
•
was easily the highlight of the
Fournier put on a tremendous
meet.
In the distances, UCFs Rob kick over the final 220 yards to
Jones ran strong and held off take second in 10:07.
our Haircuts

TRACK

work well
with stripes,
plaids,
solids and
spots.

In the women's competition,
UCF freshman Heather Davis
placed first in the longjump with
14-5.5. She placed second in the
triple jump with a leap of28-0.5.
Davis also placed ·third in the
220-yard dash in 29.5.
In the 60-yard dash, UCF
sprinterTanya Terell took third
in 7.5. In the mile, open
competitor Dana Abreu opened
a huge gap between herself and
the field to win in 5:19.

ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE AT
STRATFORD-UP.ON-AVON
. A THEATER/LECTURE TOUR
.

MAY 11T0 -18,1991

PRESENTED BY ORLANDO SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL AND THE
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA,
AND THE SHAKESPEARE CENmE AT STRATFORD UPON-AVON.
ALL-INCLUSIVE COST PER PERSON, DOUBLE OCCUP ANCY ...$1795.00 (SINGLE SUPPLEMENT $70.00) PRICES INCL UDE AIRFARE

----~-~---T----------

. $6.95 ADULT CUT*
(Regularly $7.95)

No appointment needed.
Good only with coupon. Not valid with any other offer.

I
I
I
I
II

$19.95 PERM
or BODY WAVE*
Appointment recommended.
Long hair & specialty wraps slightly extra.

'Good only with coupon. Not valid with any other offer.

COST CUTTEIS4P I COST.CUTTllSqp
---------- ..L _ _ ~!_!h~ M_:_rc~~8~9~
c;ood thru March 18, 1991

'

.

COST CUTTERS®
PUBLIX/ECKERD CENTER 679·6766
university Blvd. & Dean Rd.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9am-8pm
9am-6pm
12 Noon-6pm

ll

WHAT'S INCLUDED:
ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE ON KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES, ORLANDO/LONDON/ORLANDO, BED AND BREAKFAST
ACCOMODATION IN LOCAL GUESTHOUSE FOR 6 NIGHTS, 6, 3 COURSE DINNERS IN GUESTHOUSE, TOP PRICE
TICKETS FOR TWO PRODUCTIONS AT THE MAIN HOUSE AND TWO PRODUCTION AT THE SWAN THEATER, A FULL
SCHEDULE OF PRE-PERFORMANCE LECTURES AND POST-PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS OF THESE PRODUCTIONS WITH MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY OF THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHPLACE TRUST ~ND THE SHAKESPEARE
INSTITUTE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, WITH A NUMBER OF SESSIONS OF A "QUESTION &ANSWER"
KIND WITH MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY,
ROUND-TRIP AIRPORT TRANSFERS, INCLUDING A HALF-DAY EXCURSION TO THE SHAKESPEARE PROPERTIES
OUTSIDE STRATFORD AND STOP A1 WARWICK AND KENILWORTH CASTLES, FULL DAY EXCURSION TO OXFORD,
WITH A STOP AT BLENHEIM ON THE WAY, ENTRANCE FEES TO ALL PROPERTIES TO BE VISITED, A BACKSTAGE
TOUR AT THE ROYAL SHAKESPEARE THEATER, AND MEMBERSHIP AT HALL'S CROFT CLUB,
ONE SESSION WITH THE STRATFORD RENAISSANCE DANCE COMPANY.

_

OR CALL:
AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVEL RELATED
SERVICES COMPANY, INC.
200 S. ORANGE AVE. SUN BANK CENTER
ORLANDO, FL 32801 (407) 843·0004
FAX (407) 843·1509

1-800-533-8863

YES. I WOULD LIKE TO SIGN UP FOR THE
SHAKESPEARE AT STRATFORD THEATER TOUR
MAYU-18,:PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS ...
NAME----------------------------------------------------AD DRESS----------------------------------------------PHO NE------------------
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BASEBALL

Ellinson entered in the seventh
The Knights answered with
inning.
two runs of their own in the
UCF reliever David Fischer bottom of the inning. With one
The Hill toppers collectedjust (0-1) took the loss.
out, Josephina hit a triple. He
The Knights scored six runs sc01:ed on a wild pitch. Eric
three hits in that inning,
benefittingon three UCFerrors. in the first two innings and led Martinez, who reached base on
One of Western Kentucky's 6-2. After they scored a run in a walk, scored on an error.
three hits.in that frame was a · each of the fourth and fifth
In the conclusion ofthe series,
three-run triple by pinch-hitter innings, they led 8-5 before designated hitter Brett Barker's
Western Kentucky's nine-ruin two-run double capped a fourBrian Dillard.
The Hilltoppers had 10 hits outburst.
run,_,eight-inning rally to give
off four UCF pitchers, including
UCF rebounded from the loss UCF a come-from-behind
two each by first baseman Chris with pitcher Jimmy Still (2-0) victory.
Tuner, designatedhitter Robbie leading the way. He turned in
Barker's double looped into
Sanson and center fielder UCFs firstcomplete-game effort right field and scored Martinez
in the 4-2 victory.
Willard Brown.
and Chad Mottola. ~iki
Still (2-0) held the Hilltoppers Antonini's single scored Ernie
Meanwhile, UCF came up
with 14 hits, including home to just six hits, while striking Martinez with one out. He later
runs by left fielder Mike out five. He did not walk a batter. scored on a throwing error by
Josephina, third baseman After giving up two unearned Hilltopper first baseman Chris
Ernest Martinez and center runs in the first inning, Still Turner.
fielder Brett Barker. Barker's settled down. At one point, he
The Knights, who trailed 5-0
three-run homer came with two retired 19-of-20 batters.
going into the bottom of the
Heath Haynes took the loss seventh, got sacrifice flies from
outs in the ninth inning, but the
Knights could not mount for Western Kentucky in a Barker and pinch hitter Andy
complete game effort. He Williams to cut Western ·
another threat.
After Martinez singled for his allowed six hjts, struck out nine Kentucky's lead to 5-2.
third hit of the game, WKU and walked one.
UCF reliever Brian Huie (1reliever Lance Ellingson got
UCF broke a 2-2 tie in the 1) earned the victory by pitching
Martinez to ground to end the fourth on Glen Richardi's single the final three innfogs and
and added an insurance run in allowingjust two hits. He struck
game.
Neil Corley (1-0) got the win the seventh onJosephina' shome out three and walked one. Corley
in relief of starter Jeff Ledo gar. run to right field.
took the loss for Western ·
Wes tern Kentucky scored Kentucky.
Corley, who entered the game
in the fourth inning, gave up six twiceinthetopfothefirst, taking
- Compiled from staff and
hits _and three runs before advantage of two UCF errors.
wire reports.

FROM PAGE 20
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JUST A BLUR

BEF.ORE YOU CAN
FOLLOW YOUR
DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TO FOLLOW
THE RULES.

The ball is just a blur to Eric Golden during batting practice. The
Knights play Illinois Friday.

~

Men who don't register with Selective Service

!

There'snothinglikeLegendandLady ,._ I
Legend! The most unique college rings .......r"
ever designed-only available from
ArtCarv_ed. This popular professional
look offers more ways to personalize your college ring. Don't
delay- visit your ArtCarved
representative during this /.
special sales event to see
Legend and the many
other styles available.

within a ·month of your 18th birthday. It takes
five minutes to fill out a simple car~.
Register with Selective Service.
It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's the Law.

~Mj)

80,000
people gave
something
to the IRS
this year.
And they
can't wait
till next
year to give
Ii
again .. !

DR. SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N. Goldenrod

...

DENTAL

CLEANING SPECIAL
FOR ALL NEW PATIENTS
Includes;
Cleaning, Polishing & Exam
677-~888

~~:· ~~~~~

JI RT(ll RVEJ2

:

They volunteered their

,

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

I skills to people who

needed help doing their
taxes.
1
,
They weren't necessarily
j accountants. TI1ey were ·
l people, like you, who have
1 a basic aptitude for math
and a des£re to-help others.
You can help people
, with what taxes them.
j To find out about the
free IRS training program
Ij call 1-800-424-1040.
·

·1

10:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
~
$15 Deposit Required , 9

Special Payment Plans Available

••Elil

I
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TIBBITTS
..

•
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2~ IrTI (Q) UJm il (Q) WilN CG A 11Jil (Q)

ffiJEJF AJIJE
A 1Uil(Q) II»IEil AJIILJINCG
10% UCF DISCOUNT

'

•••

•••
•••
•
2981 ALAFAYA TR
6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD. •
•ri'
OVIEDO, FL 32765
WINTER PK, FL 32792
365-3085
677-7190
•
•
••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
•
:LUBE OIL
BRAKE
•"'
•
:FILTER
SPECIAL •'• I
Ii ••
•
$69.95 PER AXLE
$14.95WITH
••
•
I
$79.95 METALLIC
•~
COUPON
i •
•••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••
I
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YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE TRIS SUMMER.

I
j

t

I

!

•

I' .
I

Volunteer now.
And you'll make
someone's taxes less i
taxing later. -~_j

1\1 l\rmy ROTC Camp Challenge you'll learn
what it t;ikes to succeed -in college and in W~.
You'll built! sell-confidence and develop your
Je;i<lcrship potential. Plus you can also qualify
to cam illl l\rmy Officer"s commission when you
graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
jusl what you need to reach the top.

m

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLUGE
COURSE YOU CU TAIL

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
MAJOR DOUGLAS R. THOMSON AT (407) 823-2430/2971

MOST
CARS

I

1

:l

•
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· Saturday's results
Louisiana Tech 65, UCF 53
UCF(53): Boles 1-30-0 2, Tormolhen 4-90-010,
Leeks 1-3 6-6 8, Phillips 2-6 0-0 5, Haynes 2-4 3-3 8,
Hinson7-132-217, Hammerberg 0-1 0-00, Roberson
·0-1 0-0 o, Denmon 1-10-03. Totals 18-41 11-11 53,
Louisiana Tech (65): Dade 5-12 2-6 12, Ellis 5128-920, Brown 3-87-1013, Mason2-60-04, Powell
2-32-26, Heans 2-40·0 5, Magen 0-00·00, Morris 13 O·O 2, Brown 1-7 0-0 3, Spradling 0-0 0-1 0. Totals
21-55 19-28 65_
Halftime: Louisiana Tech 34, UCF 25. 3-point
goals - UCF 6·13 (Tormohlen 2-5. Phillips 1-3,
Haynes 1·2, Hinson 1-1, Hammerberg 0-1), Louisiana
Tech4·13 (Ellis 2·3, Mason 0-1, Heaps 1-2, Morris 02, Brown 1-5)- Fouled out- Tormohlen. ReboundsUCF 25 (Boles 7), Louisiana Tech 36 (Dade 11).
"Assists - UCF 12 (Phillips 5}; Louisiana Tech 8
(Mason 4). Totalfouls-UCF 17, Louisiana Tech 13.
Technical fouls - None.

Trouble turning over
Last week, this space told the good news about
UCF players' individual statistics among the league
leaders. Now for the bad news: The Running Knights are
( the only team in the conference to have three players
among the top 1O in turnovers. Anthony Haynes and Si nu a
Phillips are tied for second with 4.1 turnovers per game,
6 and Denny Hinson is eighth with 3.0 per game.

Thursday's results

Grabbing new heights

Arkansas State 73, UCF 48
UCF (48): Tormohlen 5-11 3-516, Boles 0-41-2
1, Leeks 2-5 1-2 5, Phillips 0-8 1-2 1, Haynes 2-7 2-2
7, Hinson 3-9 2-3 9, Hammerberg 1·1 O·O 3, Roberson
H 0-2 2, Denmon 1-1 2-2 4. Totals 15-4 7 12-20 48.
Arkansas (73): McCray 5·8 3-7 13, McKellar 3·
9, 1·2 8, Shepard 3-5 3-3 9, Reaves 1-4 0-0 2, Gross
5-12 2-2 13, Cole 0-0 0-0 0, Gray 6-9 O·O 17, Wehrum
0-1 O·O 0, Hall 5-6 1·2 11, Turlais O·O 0-0 0. Totals 285410-16 73.
Halftime: Arkansas St. 26, UCF 25. 3-polnt goals
- UCF 6-17 (Phillips 0-2, Hinson 1-2, Haynes 1-5,
Hammerberg 1·1, Tormohlen 3·7}, Arkansas St. 7-16
(Gross 1-2, McKellar 1-6, Gray 5-8). Fouled out None. Rebounds -UCF 28 (Leeks 9), Arkansas St.
36 (Hall 7). Assists--.,. UCF 7 (Phillips 3), Arkansas St.
15 (Reaves 8). Totalfouls-UCF 17,ArkansasSt. 16.
Technical fouls - None.

•

Three-time American South Conference player of
the week Tari Phillips, who leads the conference in
rebounds, has moved to second in the nation with 13.0
\ rebounds per game.

Unlucky number prevents record

•
,.,.

Lamar's junior guard Terry Bridgeman, who was O·
for-13 from the field in the Cardinals' loss to UCF, is one
3-pointer shy of the Lamar school mark set last season by
David Jones.

The old 1,000-600-500 club
SW Louisiana's senior guard Aaron Mitchell
--. became the first player for USL to score 1,000 points, dish
out 600 assists and grab 500 rebounds in his career. Also,
Kevin Brooks, a senior forward, is USL's third all-time
., leadiAg scor-erwith 2, 130 points. He is also No. 13 on th·eschool's rebou,nding list.

Saturday's results
Louisiana Tech 104, UCF 79
UCF (79): Weaver 0-2 6-7 7, Saco 0-8 0-0 0,
Phillips 12·22 5·6 30, Rhodes 7-154-518, Stowe 2-6
·2-2-7; Lincoln 3-110-06,-LCioniis3"-8 2~:rs, Batz O·~ ·
2-2 2 Green O·O O·O 0, Nunes 0-0 O·O 0. Totals 27·73
21-25 79.
.
Louisiana Tech (104): Gullion 2-5 0-2 4,
Whitehurst 3-4 0-0 6, Martin 6-8 1-213, Ethridge 3-5
1-2 7. Payne 6-9 3-3 15, Collins 5-9 0-0 11, Meyer 48 0-2 8, Brown 5-1 o 2-2 12, Jackson 2-3 0-0 4, Riser
5-6 2-2 12, Locken 5-1O2-4 12. Totals 46-77 9-15 104.
Halftime: Louisiana Te9h 43, UCF 37. 3-point
goals- UCF 4-18 (Saco 0-1, Phillips 1-4, Rhodes O·

compiled by Roy Fuoco
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Stand~ngs

Men's Basketball
Conference

w
New Orleans
Arkansas State
Louisiana Tech
SW Louisiana
Lamar
UCF
UT Pan American

T

L
3
3

·6

4

5
4
3
3

6
6

8

Overall
Pct
L
.727
20
6
.700 ·17
7
.600
16
9
.455
18
8
.400
15
8
.300
10
13
.3000
17
.6

w

7
7

Pct
.769
.708
.640
.692
.652
.435
.261

Women's Basketball Standings
Overall

Conference

Lamar
Louisiana Tech.
New Orleans
Arkansas St.
UCF
UTPA
SW Louisiana

w

L

10
7
6

0
2
4
4
8
8
9

6

2
2
2

Pct
1.000
.777
.600
.600
.200
.200
.182

1, Stowe 1-3, Lincoln 2-8), Louisiana Tech 3-6 (Gullion 0-1, Collins 1-1, Locken 2-4). Fouled out Weaver, Brown. Rebounds - UCF 35 (Phillips 9),
Louisiana Tech49 (Meyer7, Riser7). Assists-UCF
16~Stowe 6), l.ouisiana Tech -18 (P~y-ne 5Coifin&5).
Total fouls- UCF 18, Louisiana Tech 20. Technical
fouls - None.

Thursday's results
Arkansas 70, UCF 57
UCF (57): Saco 2-9 1-3 6, Weaver 2-6 1-2 5,
Phillips 7-15 3-517, Rhodes 6-141-4 13, Stowe 1-5
0-0 2, Green 1-6 0-0 2, Lincoln 0-3 0-0 0, Nunes 0-1

w

L

23
14
16
12
7
7
3

2
8
6
11
14
17
21

Pct
.920
.636

.,727
.522
.333
.292
.125

0-0 O, Loomis 4-B 0-0 8, Batz 1-5 2-2 4. Totals 24-72
8-17 57.
Arkansas State (70): Davis 0·3 0-0 0, Curtis 262·26, Wilken4- 33-411,Holsisn 1-70-02, TaieS.
-20 7-14 18, Chism 0-0 1-2 1, McCarroll 1-6 1-3 3,
Tucker 9-22 6·13 24, Rhea 0-10-00, Eaves 2-4 0-1
5, Schumann 0-1 0-0 0. Totals 24·83 20-39 70.
Halftime: UCF 32, Arkansas St. 30. 3-point goals
- UCF 1-4 (Saco 1-2, Lincoln 0-2), Arkansas St. 2-6
(McCarroll 0-2, Tucker0-1, Tate 1·2, Eaves 1-1).
Fouled out - Rhodes, Stowev, Saco, Weaver. Rebounds - UCF 60 (Phillips), Arkansas St. 65 (Tucker
21). Assists - UCF 11 (Weaver 5), Arkansas St. 7
(Holsten 4). Tecnical fouls - None.
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Knights come back to win 2
4-run rally allows
UCF to win 2-of-3,
reach .500 mark

Athletes' hard
work deserves
recognition
"Playoff trip selling point to UCF
recruits."
"UCF men's golf team finishes 4th in
Gator."
"Time on bench pushes Boles to work
harder."
"Men's and women's tennis beat
FCCJ."
"Newcomer wins NSSA surf title."
These were the five headlines in
Thursday's sports section. The reason I
repeat them here is because I'm not sure
how many people read them . .
As The Central Florida Future's top
story reveals, about 5,500 copies of
Thursday's issue were stolen from the
bins. Let's face it, ifthe papers are on the
bins at3 a.m. and are gone by 7 a.m., they
were stolen.
What makes me feel compelled to write
on this event is the irony of the situation.
Newspapers in general, and the Future
in specific, are criticized for two things:
•Newspapers print only bad news.
• The Future doesn't cover sports
other . tnaii baseball, basketball and -football enough.
Whether those critisms are valid is
another column atanothertime. But even
if it is true, it was not Thursday.
One story concerned the UCF Surf
Club. Although UCF finished fourth,
Steve Keppler won the individual title in
his first time competing with the team.
Just above that story was a feature on
Mike Boles, a power forward on the
Running Knight team. Bolesisnotastar
on the team. UCF Coach Joe Dean has
said it has been a problem during the
year finding production in his position.
But Boles has kept working hard to
improve the position.
The story above that was a short
results story telling of the UCF ·men's
golf team finishing in fourth place in the
Gator Invitational. Although the team
did not win, it was its best finish in that
tournament.
In the lower left of the· page, a story
tells of the tennis teams' victory over
Florida
Community
CollegeJacksonville. For the women's team, it
ended a four-game losing streak.
·
The common thread of these stories is
that all the athletes in these stories have
worked hard to do their best. By writing
stories on them in The Central Florida
Future, it is not like we are doing them
any great favors. But it gives them a little
recognition for their hard work.
Simply put, it's nice - nothing more,
nothing less. These stories have nothing to
do with some vague journalistic·notion of
the public's right to know.
So if your reaction when you ·read the
story on the front page of the newspaper
is, Who cares?, _remember-Whatright
do some immature jerks have to take
away some recognition of somebody's
hard work?

Staff Report .
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Former UCF catcher Bobby·Kiser, UCF's all-time home-run l·eader, catches Friday's action
against Western Kentucky with his son Ryan from the first-base press box.

The UCFbaseball team wo
2-of-3 games over the weeken
against Western Kentucky at
home to even its season record
to .500.
The Knights lost the opener
Friday, 14-12, but rebounded to
take 4-2 and 6-5 victories
Saturday and Sunday.
"·
· Chad Mottola and Mike
Josephina swung the big bats
for UCF. Mottola batted .538 (71
for-13), and Josephina hit .583
(7-for 12).
In Friday's game, Western
Kentucky scored nine runs iii (
the top of the seventh inning to
come from behind against the
Knights.
see BASEBALL page 18

UCF can't run

on road trip~
drops 2 in AS~
-

.

Staff Report

.

""'·

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ken Leeks found himself well-covered on theRunning Knights' recent
road trip against Arkansas State and Louisiana Tech.

,..

The Running Knights continue to find their American
South Conference opponents ungracious hosts as UCP
lost both games ·on the road last week.
. After playing one of its best games in a victory over
Lamar in its previous game, UCF played one of it!l
poorest games against Arkansas State Thursday. The
Indians defeated the Running Knights, 73-48, in an
American South Conference game.
UCF seemed more competitive. Saturday nighir
against Louisiana Tech, but lost, 65-53.
The two losses dropped the Running Knights to 1013 overall and 3-7 in the conference. They also droppe<\i
to 2-10 on the road.
.
Against Arkansas State, UCF had season lows in
points and rebounds. The Running Knights made just
15-of-47 shots (32 percent).
~1
Despite the poor shooting, UCF was down by just
one point at halftime, 26-25.
But in the second h3.lf, the Indians shot 70 percent
to romp over UCF. Theymadel6-of-23 shots in the half."
The 25-point margin was a considerable change from
ArkansasState'sfour-pointvictoryatUCFlastmonth. ·
Leading 32-28, Arkansas State began a 15-3 run a1'
15:33 to pull away from UCF and take a 16-point lead.
Keith Gray, who made 5-of-8 3-pointers, led the Indians
with 17 points. Bobby Gross and Dewayne McCrayi<
each added 13 points.
.
For UCF, it was a road trip Ken Leeks would probably
rather forget. Leeks, who leads UCF with 18.6 points
and 10.1 rebounds and is second in the conference irt)
both, scored five points. He grabbed a game-high nine
rebonnns.
TommyTormohlen, who averag~s 11.4 points a gamer,
was the only Running Knight to score in double figures.
see RUNNING page 17

-UCF track team loseS runners but·wins races in BCC 11
by Gregory Eyma
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Despite the loss of more than half the
team due to academic ineligibility, the
UCF track and field squad has retained
a small core of quality runners during its
first season as·a team.
Although more teams attended, UCF
seemed most competitive with Florida
Community College-Jacksonville

Saturday at the Brevard Community
College InVitational II.
·
The quality of the running times
changed little from UCF's last meet
nearly a month ago, but the competition
was close and produced a few surprises.
"Overall, I feel that we did well
considering that our fastest sprinters
were unavailable today and over halfthe
team has been redshirted," UCF Coach
Francisco Castro sai_d. "Our goal this year
0

is a strong outdoor season and
preparation for a very competitive team
in the conference next year."
Repeating their performances from
last month's BCC Invitational, UCF long
jumpers Drumeco Lauriston, a freshman

andj~orJanFossotookfirstandsecond

places, respectively. Lauriston's jump
was 22 feet 2.5 inches, and Fosso's jump
21-10.25.
In the triple jump, Fosso won the

competition with a jump of 44-5.5 andt,
returned later to take third in the 55yardhurdles. He ran the hurdles with a
time of7.5 seconds.
,.
In the sprints, Lauriston recovered
from a bad start to surge ahead of FCCJ
and Valencia Community College
runners to win the 60-yard dash in 6.1. 1
UCFs Robin Holmes took second in
see TRACK page 17

